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INTRODUCTION. 
SITUATION AND AREA. 
Allamakee county has the distinction of occupying the 
extreme northeastern cornei' of Iowa. It.s eastern boulldaL'Y 
follows the sinuous channel of the Mississippi l·h'el'. On the 
north the county joins Minnesot-a, and the bounding line coin-
cides with the parallel of 43 degrees and 30 minutes, llol'~h 
latitude, as located by the United Shth"s engineers and marked 
by monuments in 1849. rfhe adjoining counties- in Iowa nre 
'Villueshiek on the westJ and Clayton on the south. 
Allamakee county includes fifteen complete cOllgressional 
townships, and f~ctions of several others that are incomplete 
on account of the meandering of the Mississippi river along the 
eastern border. Although there are five ,tiers of townshilJS, 
numbered fi'om 96 N. to 100 N. inclusive, the length of the 
county from ~orth to south is but little more than twenty-nine 
miles. In making tbe government surveys the north line of 
the tier of townships numbered 100 N., was made to coincide 
wit.h the northern boundary of the state, the parallel of 43 degrees 
and ·30 minutes. It so comes about, therefore, that sections 1 
to () in each of these. townships measures only a small fraction 
-of a mile from north to south, the actual dimensions in this 
direction being only about eleven rods in place of the standard 
three hundred and t.wenty .. The total area included within the 
boundaries of the county is approximately six hundred a.nd Hfty 
square miles and 'is divided into eighteen civil townships. 
PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
The earliest geological investigations that embraced any 
portion of Allamakee county were conducted under the direc-
tion of Dr. David Dale Owen. In the autumn of the year 1839, 
Dr. Owen, -with a large party of assistants, explored the mineral 
la,nds of Iowa, 'Visconsin a.nd Illinois, but the work of the IJILl'ty 
did not on this occasion include any t-crritory north of the. 
mouth of the 'Visconsiu river. Noportiollof Allumakce, thero-
fora, fell tm:1ar the ob.wrvatioIJ, of the geologist until a.bout tCll 
'~.-.. ,-.. -. -.. ,~--'" 
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years later, when the work of Owen and 'his assist.ants was 
extended northward to the national boul1dary,and covered por-
tions of "Minnesot.a, ~Visconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Missouri and 
Nebraska. In his report to the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office, published ill 1852, Dr. Owen mentions the finding 
of lead at somo 110illM between the mouth of the YeUow river 
and the UPlJel' Iowa, while the picturesque features of the valley 
of the latter stl:mtlll arc charmingly set forth in connection with 
the discussion of the Lower Magllcsian Limestone:;:. 
'I'o Dr. n. F. Shumard, one of the heads of sub-corps on 
Owen's Snrvey in lR4S and 18M), was assigned the task of exam-
ining the geological structure of tho region north of the mouth 
of the 'Visconsin, and in his l'elJOrt thet'e are many l'efel'Bllces 
to points lying within the limits of Allamakeecounty, Sections 
showing the thickness of the formations exposed at Lansing, 
Painted Rock, the mouth of Village creek, and the mouth of 
Yellow Hiver, according well with the l'csults of mOfe recent 
amI murc accurate measurements, am gi\'en on the plate marked 
Section No.3, St. 
'rhe next im'cstigator to enter this terlitory was Professor 
James Hall, who as Stat,e Geologist of Iowa, made a recon~ois­
sa,nce along the Mississippi rivcr from the northcl'u boundary 
of tIle state to Keokuk, in the autumn of 1855. In the portion 
of his report devoted to the general geology of Iowa, Professor 
Hall makes a few incidental l'eferences to lloints in Alhuuakee 
cotmty+. 'rhese references oceur in cOllliection with the dis-
cnssion of the formations from the Potsdam (Saint Croix) to the 
'Jlrcntoll inclusive. 
In the same volume Professor Whitney has a report _on Alla-
makee county occupying about three pages, while in the por-
tion of the volume devoted. to economic geology thel'e arc refer-
ences to mining operations on Mineral Creek§. 
In the report of Dr. C. A. Whiw, on the geology of Iowa, 
there are some scattered references to Allamakee connty in the 
·lIcport of a Gt·ol. SUn-. or Wis.; Iowa and Millo. by DaVid Hale Owen, PI'. 6J. 6;,i and 00. 
tJbld. &.'C also VI), ;'i(t!·001 Olf sumo yolume. 
;n"port on 'tiUl G('ul 8ul'.- of Iowa, Prof James Hall,State (l~'Oluglst, andJ. n. Whitney, 
chemist and minernloglst., Yol. t. l 'art i, 185A, p. t7; et seq. 
Ubld., pp. 31i-3:'!O, and p. roJ. 
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chapter on general geology, the most direct relating to miuing 
operations neal' New Galenn,*. 
AUamakee county is included in the driftless area of the 
Upper Mississippi valley, described by Chamberlin and Salis-
buryt, and it also faUs within the region so fully discussed by 
McGee in his memoir on the Pleistocene history of nOltheastern 
Iowat. In this memoir there are frequent references to geolog-
ical phenomena exhibited within the limits of the county under 
considcrntioll. No det-ailed account, however, such as ,vould 
meet the requirements of a reasonably complete geological sur-
Yey, has heretofore been attempted. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
The topography of Allamakee county presents some striking 
diff81'ences from the general surface configuration that prevails 
overthe greater part of Iowa and adjacent states, These dif-
fel'euces arise fl.-om the fact that this county lies. within the 
driftless area of the upper Mississippi valley, while nearly all the 
rest of the state belongs to the region that has beeu deeply cov-
ered with glacial drift. Within· the driftless area the topo-
graphic forms are the result of ·solution and mechanical erosion, 
acting on beds of limestone, shale and sandstone, dUlillg all the 
ages that have elapsed since the region was elevated above sea. 
level. It is true that the peculiarities of topogm.pby tlmt now 
chal'acterize the driftless portion of Iowa once characterized, to 
a greater or less· extent, the entire surface of the state. But in 
comparatively recent times, geologically speaking, the deeply 
scarred and furrowed surface that resulted ~rom long exposure 
to the agents pf erosion, was pl'ofoundly modified, except in the 
driftless area; and its ancient topography was completely 
obscured by a mantle oLglacial detritus. The drift is simply 
morainic material, worn from rock ledges and spread out by the 
"Rapt. on the Gool. Sur. ot thaState of Iow3,ctc., by Charl(!s A, White, M. D., Vol, I. p.li3, 
lSi.]. 
tSbtb Ann. Rep. or the U. S. Gool. Snr., Washlngton.1S35.. 
ITbe PleIstoceue History of Northeastern Iowa,. by W.J. McGee, Eleventli Ann. Rapt. U~ 
S. Gool, Sur, pp. 201-20;), 868 and MS. 
4GRep 
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mechanical effects of the flowing ice sheet that overran a large 
portion of northern North America just before the beginning ~f 
the present era. In the po.rtions of the state affected by glacial 
action t.he ice streams planed down the pre-existing ridges and 
-choked up the- old valleys with rubbish resulting from pregla-
-cialrock;.decay, 01' hom the immediate waste and wear of the 
rocky ledges oyer which the glaciers flowed. In the drift regions, 
therefo~e, the ancient irregulal'ities of the surface wem levelled 
up in times comparatiycly Tocent. Since the retreat of the ice 
the agents of erosion have been more or le&~ effectively at work, 
:scal'ring and carving the surface of the drift-covered portions of 
Iowa, but the time has been too short to produce marked 
irregularities, much less to restore the bold forms of relief that 
charactorizod the preglacial topogl1tphy. 
In Allamakee county there is no mantle of drift. There are 
no indications of invasion by glaciers. The topographic char-
acteristics imposed by long-continued action of solution and 
mechanical erosion have never been obscured or modified in any 
.essential or fundamental degree. 'rhe surface, therefore, is 
gasbed and furrowed in eyery direction by an intricate system 
-of ramifying erosion channels. Some small areas in the south-
western palt -of the county are comparatively level. Ludlow 
-and Union Prairie townships present more of the: usual features 
-of Iowa topography than any other portions of tho county . 
.Elsewhere throughout the county topographic forms are bold. 
:Rounded, steep-sided ridges, with gorges and ravines sharply 
itugled at the bottom, prevail, except in or near the valleys of 
the main drainage streams. 
Looked at in the larger way we may regard the surface of 
the county, as carved into a few undulations of comparatively 
great size determined by the position of the principal drainage 
channels and the intervening divides. At the parting of the 
surface waters between the Qnenta river and Village creek, 
there extends a long sinuous· crest, broken by a few unimportant 
depressions, and determining the location of the ,wagon road 
for the greater part of the distance between Waukon and 
Lansing. This is the highest crest of the county, and the point 
.called Iron hill, a few miles northeast of Waukon, easily oveliOI}S 
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evcry elevation included \\·ithin the sweep uf the horizon. 
Different parts of this divide receive different local namcs. Its 
eastern pal't· is the Lansing ridge, while the middle pOl·tion is 
known as Lycurgus ridge. 
The watershed between Vmage creek and Paint creek 
extends east from 1Vaukon, and is followed by the roadway 
leading through Elon and Dalby. 'rhe didde between Paiut 
creek and Yellow riYer forms a rather sharp crest that is lmowil 
in part as the llIoUlit Cherry ri<1ge. Postville is situated OIl the 
high land south of the Yellow riYer, while a crest t,}mt lies 
partly in Iowa and partly in Minnesota ma.~'ks the summit of 
the divide north of the Oueota. '1'he cI'est between the Oneota 
rivcr and Village creek is not only higher than any other in 
the county, but, beyond that fact, it contains the highest land, 
at corresponding distances from -the Mississippi riYer, between 
Saint Paul and the Gulf of Mexico. 
Standing on the summit of this diYide one looks away across 
a series of ridges, apparently rising to the same- horizontal 
plane until earth and sky blend in the undefined haze of the far 
off horizon. The summits of these higher ridges coincide with 
an old peneplain or plain of base-levelling. Near the close of the 
Cretaceous period the agen~s of erosion had removed all mater-
ial that stood above the leyel at which the streams were capa-
ble-of transporting rock detritus and the country was reduced 
to an unbroken expanse of low, level, marshy lands traversed 
by sinuous channels in which the sluggish water flowed with 
scarcely perceptible current. 
After the completion of the Allamakee peneplain, the region 
was elevated, at least 700 -feet, above its former position, and 
the streams quickly cut, their channels down to the new base 
level, leaving the intervening divides to he brought down more 
slowly by the smaller and less energetic lateral CUlTents. The 
Hat bottom of the Oneota valley, and the cOlTesponding plane 
to which the other streams have cut, mark the position of a 
llew peneplain to which the divides will all he bmught down, 
provided the present drainage relations are long continued. 
Everywhere the sides of these ridges are already deeply scarred 
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and furrowed by the initial brancblets of the secondary water 
courses belonging to the modern system of drainage. 
'fhe'sculpturing referred to is repeated, not only on all the 
main divides, but, on a smaller scale it appears on all the sec-
ondary ridges between the different afHuents of the principal 
streams, and even on all the ridges of less than secondary rank, 
until there is scarcely a quarter section of unbroken land in the 
typically driftless portion of the county outside the base-leveled 
flood plains of the laTger rivers. '1'he crests of the higher divides 
rise in some instances more than six hundred feet above the bottom 
of the valleys, and so the sudace of the water at the mouth of 
the Oncata, or of Yellow river, has an altitude that is actually 
less than midway between the tops of the ridges and the level 
of the Gulf at the mouth of the Mississippi. Since the'streams 
ran on the plane of the present watersheds, they have cut their 
valleys mom than half way down to sea level. 
To the traveler who has previously been acquainted with the 
topogmphic forms of Iowa only as they are developed in the 
drift-covered portions of the state, the extremes of relief and 
the intricacies and peculiarities of the topography of the drift-
less area come in the nature of a surprise. The deep valleys, 
the high bluffs, the water-carved ridges, every topographic form, 
indeed, are each and all wholly unique, for the other parts of 
the state furnish nothing with which they can in any _way be 
compared. 'rhe gorges, canyons with high, frowning walls, 
dome-like hills, and other peculiarities which the region pre-
sents, have led with much i'eason to speaking of Allamakee 
county as "'l'he Switzerland of Iowa." 
DRAINAGE. 
Oneola River,-The Oneota, 01' as it is commonly called, the 
Upper Iowa, -is the principal river of Allamakee county. It 
enters the county from the west not far from the southwest 
corner of Hanover township, and thence pursues a sinuous 
course northeastwardly to neal' New Albin, where it joins the 
intricate network of channels and wider expanses, composing 
the labyrinth of lakes and bayous that occupy the broad flood 
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plain of the Mississippi, between Lansing and the northern 
boundary of the state. 
The valley of the Oneota river is broad, flat-bottomed, and 
occupied by farms of exceptional fertility. The width of the 
valley averages about a mile, the range being from less than 
half a mile to nearly three miles. The valley is everywhere 
bounded by steep bluffs that are crowned throughout the whole 
course of the stream in Allamakee county by bold mural escarp-
ments 01 heavy bedded limestone. The height 01 the bluffs 
ranges from 250 to 400 feet, tlie greatest height being found in 
the vicinity of New Albin. The average height exceeds 300 
feet, and yet from the summit of the bluffs bordeling the valley, 
the land still rises in swells and lidges, separated by water-cut 
gorges and ravines, up to the crests of ttte divides which have 
an elevation above the river of-more than 500 feet. Nowhere 
in Iowa, outside the" driltless region, are such striking irregu-
larities in the surface configuration, such surprising examples 
of water-carved relief. 
The bottom of the Oneota valley, as already intimated, is 
fiat, and the river meanders from side to side through a rich 
deposit of alluvium that receives continual accretions through 
peliodic overflow. In the eastern half of its course in Allama-
kee county tbe stream hits long since cut its channel to base 
level, and there is no longer any tendency to J,ower the valley 
by erosion. 
Formerly, indeed, the base level was much below what it is 
at present. The land stood relatively higher with reference to 
the waters 01 the Mississippi. Both the Oneota and the Missis-
sippi scoured out their channels to a greater depth than obtains 
now; but owing to the choking up of the gorge of the larger 
stream, probably by silt brought down by the Wisconsin liver, 
. the waters along the eastern border of Allamakee occupy a 
·higher relative position than before, and in place 01 cutting 
their .channels deeper, have recently been filling them with 
sediments. The Oneota has thus since the close of the glacial 
period filled its valley near the mouth to a depth of forty or 
fifty feet. 
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Since the stream .reached base level thli' principal changes in 
the valley have been produced thl'Ollgh- the effects,of el'OSiOll~ 
solution, and general weathering of the steep cliffs or walls that 
limit it on either side. The cliffs have been lowered as a result 
of the wasfage' perpetually taking place 'upon their summits; 
they have been gradually separated farther··and fadher, and the 
valley has widened, as a result of weatheril)g and -consequent 
wastage on their exposed faces. Furthermore) they have been 
inteI'Sccted by llunierous lateral gorges and ravines, arid so in 
places have been canred into a se'ries of jutting I'minded promi-
nences that seem to-encl'~ach upmi the vaUey. ,Noti~h'equently 
the projecting headlands haye been cut transversely ·by the 
agents of erosion, so as to, prod~ce a series of ~solated buttes. 
These are usually round-to11ped hi~~s more thmi three hunili'ed 
Figure 1. The "Elephant"-a hill of clrcumdcIludation with Oneotl1- rh:cr at its southern ba.se. 
feet in height, broad at the base and sloping gradually.to a sum-
·mit capped almost invariably with ledges of heavy bedded 
Qneota limestone which, on one or another side'of the. butte, 
presents veltical frowning walls twenty, thirty,. or even fifty 
feet in height. 'rhe buttes usually have a base elliptical in out-
linc, but so-farasobscrved there is no constant relation between 
the axes of the ellipses' and the direction of the valley. The 
plain on which the buttes stand. coincides with the bottom of 
the valley; the buttes are masses of the original-sediments of 
the region that ha,'e escaped the effeet.o;; of destructive agencies, 
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st.anding on a base leyel .of erosion. They an illustrate what 
Chamberlin has so well called topogl'a}}hic old age. Examples 
.of such isolated buttes as arc here described nre found ill the 
Elephant Bluff, near the center of Section 32, Tp. 100 N., It. V 
'V.; Mount Hope, in section 34 .of the .same township; Owl's 
Head Bluff, in sections 1 and ,2 ~f .'11p. 99 N., R. y. 'V., and a. 
number of .others on the s.outh sid~ of the valley, between Owl's 
Head and the mouth of the Oneota. (Figures 1 and 2.) 
Flgure 2. Mount HOpe-:-3 hill <;If circumdenudatlOIl standing on the b.1.s{)-lel'"elied flood plain 
of thll Oneota rlWt. Height allove the river, ruu teet. 
The topographic features bordering the valley of the Oneota 
proper are repeated on a smaller scale, and with some modifica-
tions, along the tributary valleys that enter from the nOlth and 
south. The main tributary is Bear creek which, just before 
joining the Oueota, receives the waters .of Waterloo creek. 
These two streams bring their tributc from. the northwest. 
·Both have cut their channels deep -into'the alternating strata of 
limestones and sa.ndstones, and. have fDr:Qled va.Ileys that, in 
their lower courses, are miniatures of the valley of the Oneota .. 
The . valleys become less and less dcep as they are followed 
toward the sources of. their respective streams, but even at t4e 
boundaries of tho .county the eroded gorges, in which thes" 
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streams flow, are hemmed in by walls more than a hundred 
feet in height. Lateral gorges again cut these walls into a suc-
cession of swelling prominences; and if the lateral gorges are 
traced to their origin, they will be found to begin in a multitude 
of divaricating channels- dry most of the year, and from a 
foot or two to a yard in depth-away up three, four, or five 
hundred feet above the valley of the Oneota, near the summits 
of the divides. 
Other streams from the north and 80uth come to swell the 
waters of the Oneota; but their dichotomously branched val-
leys-beginning in small erosion funows near the summits of 
the dividing ridges, the whole system being spread out fan-like 
upon the surface with the final t,vigs indefinitely multiplied-
are all simply repetitions of the valleys already described. The 
Oneota and its larger branches have cut their channels down 
almost or quite to base level; but the smaller lateral gorges 
a.scend toward the divides at a steep grade, and down these, in 
times of heavy rains or melting snows, the waters rush, with 
tremendous energy. Immense numbers of rock fragments are 
in consequence detached from the bottom and sides of the 
channel, and, carried along by the force of the stream, are 
finally spread out in a fan-shaped talus wherever the current 
emerges upon a plain of gentler slope. Excepting some small . 
areas in the southwest, all the public roads of the county are, 
by force of the irregular topography, obliged to follow either 
the ridges or drainage channels without respect to section lines 
or points of the compass. In the valleys the small areas of 
tillable land are too precious to be used for highway purposes, 
and so the roadways are crowded to the extreme edge of the 
arable space, where abrupt slope or. frowning wall meets the 
level plain. A journey over such a road is attended by the 
unpleasant experience, recurring every few rods, of ascending 
and descending the slopes of uncompacted fan-sbaped piles of 
rock fragments carried out by recent torrents from the small 
lat<lral ravines that cut into the sides of the valley. 
The Oneot. river throughout the whole course in Allamakee 
county runs over a bed of Saint Croix sandstone. In the bluffs 
and sides of the valley, near the mouth of the stream, the Saint 
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Croix has an exposed thickuess of three hundred and twenty 
feet. 
The river enters Allamakee from Winneshiek county 
between bluffs in which the Saint Croix sandstone rises to a 
height of sixty or seventy feet. From the mouth to the west 
line of the county the heavy bedded Oueota dolomite imparts 
some of the most picturesque features of the bounding walls of 
tbe Oneota-valley. Along tbe middle and lower comse of the 
stream the bluffs are crowned with jutting crags and buttresses, 
and frowning precipices of light colomd Oneota limestone 
underlain by from one bundred to tbree bundred feet of crumb-
ling Saint Croix sandstone; but in the western part of Hanover 
township the vertical escarpments of the dolomite begin not 
far above tbe level of the stream. 
If one starts from the mouth of Be~r creek and goes north-
west to the summit of the Waterloo ridge, near the northeast 
corner of section 18, Tp. 100 N., R. VI W., be will pass in suc-
cession over one hundred feet of Saint Croix sandstone, two 
hundred and fifty feet of Oneota limestone, eighty feet of Saint 
Peter sandstone, and one hundred feet of Trenton limestone. 
In this thickness of 530 feet of strata there are many lines of 
springs. The plane of contact between the Oneota limestone 
"and the Saint Croix sandstone is an important water-bearing 
horizon, and is marked by"ma~y large springs in the neighbor-
bood of Quandahl, Dorcbester, and at a multitude of other 
points in the intricate syste~ of valleys and ravines into which 
the surface of the northern half of Allamakee county has been 
carved. 
Springs occur occasionally at the junction of the Oneota and 
Saint Peter, and again, between the Saint Peter and the Tren-
ton; but one of th~ most important water-bearing horizons is 
found at tbe upper surface of a bed of shales from fifty to 
);eventy feet above the base of the Trenton limestone. While 
the quality of water is unsurpassed, the supply is copious, and 
:during even moderately dry weather all the rivulets and creeks, 
and even the larger streams, are fed exclusively by springs. 
The spring creeks have not eroded the channels in which they 
run. Other agencies have excavated the gorges and valleys, 
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and the. spring beg~n to flow only wl)ell the ordinary proc~sses 
of erosion lmd cut the valleys down to the successive watel'-
bearing horizons. 
Village Creek begins in a series Qf spri:Q,gs north of 'Vaukoll~ 
'rhe shale bed neaf the b .. e 01 the Trenton determines the level 
at which. the waters emerge. The stream Haws ,ti,rst ,over a bed 
of Tl'elltoll limestone, but immedately north of Waukon it cuts 
dmvn to the level of the Saint Peter sandstone. Two and a hall 
miles farther east it enters. a fairly. well developed valley 
bounded by cliffs of Onepta limestone, and thence ~o it& mouth,-
.n short distance below Lansing, it follows a steep-walled valley 
overlooked by frowning o1iffs and battlements of Dneata. Soon 
after entering Center township the whole_ thickness of the. 
. Ouaota is cut through, and from this point to its confluence 
with the Mississippi the stream flows in a channel sawed into 
strata of the Saint Croix sandstone. Beginning near Waukon 
in a number of rivulets supplied by small springs; with a chan-
nel at fil~t that a modest foot-bridge might e .. ijy span, Village· 
creek gathers- volume f~'Olll the tribute of numerous spring-fecI 
affiuents, until, swollen to ,the dimensions of a fair-sized creek, 
it finally escapes from its gorge between blnffs four hundred 
feet in height, Sandstone of the Saint Croix stage makes up the 
bluff three-Iomths of the way from base to summit, and the 
Oueota limestone forms a _ cap one hl,llldred feet in thickne!?s . 
. The lateral gorges -a,nd l'ay.ines opening into the valley of Vil-
lage creek are, as USUfll in all the driftl~ss region, dichotomo'!lsly 
branched, and have their ultimat-e origin in a palmate system of 
shallow furrows away up near the summits of the dividing' 
ridges. r~he Oneota river and Village creek ~re nearly parallel,. 
and both trend norlhea.t. 
Paint Creek h~, its origin not. far rr"om the he~w~t.ers of 
Village creek. It begins as two ma~n branches, one originating-
in a series of springs in and near the city of Waukou, the,other 
rising abou~ a.mile to the southwest .. The sprjngs iss.ue from 
the Trenton, and both branches ,flow for some_ dil;itance' over 
exposedbeds,ol this limestone. The gradient. of thev~lley is 
steep, so that at the union of ,the two .branches, about tw.o and 
a half miles southeast 01 Waukon,the channel h .. cut well doWll 
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into the Saint Peter sandstone. For six or eight milos, 1011ow-
jng the course of the creek, the Saint Peter sandstone. gives 
chamcter to the walls of the valley.. The. slopes are gentle, the 
bluffs a.re low a.nd rounded, and pastures extend in long, easy 
curves down.'to the Yery margin of the stream. 'rhe slopes that 
were originally wooded are now, for the most part, cleared, .and 
are not too steep to be cultivated. Between two and tIn'ee miles 
above Waterville the steel'· descent carries the bottom of the 
valley below the upper level of the Oneota· limestone,· and the 
bluffs assume a more precipitous. chal"acter 011 account of the 
cmgs and castles and jutting. ledges resulting from erosion of 
the heavy bedded dolomite. At Waterville the .cliffs, composed 
entirely of Oueota limestone, rise almost vertically to a height 
of one hundred and fifty feet above tbe stl·eam. Three miles 
below Waterville, not far from the southeast corner of Paint 
Creek towlls.hip, the bottom of the valley is excavated in strata 
of the Saint Croix sandstone, but the towering ledges of the 
On~ota, ever rising higher and higher relatiyely to the sm'face 
of the water, accompany the stream until it emerges upon the 
low·flood plain of the Mississippi at Waukon Junctioll. At the 
Junction the bluffs a,e nearly three hundred and fifty feet in 
height, one hundred and fifty feet being made up of Saint Croix 
sandstone, and the beds of pass<;tge by whiQh transition is made· 
to the nearly two hundred· feet of Oneota with which these 
majestic cliffs are crowned. Paint creek and Village creek begin 
near together, but they, at once divCl"ge, one flowing toward the 
northeast, the other toward the southeast, with an ever-widen-
ing space between them. Like other streams of Allamakee 
county, the maiu supply of water in. Paint creek during periods 
of nonnal flow, comes from a multitude of springs. Delicious. 
water, clear, cool, refreshing, wells out from the hillsides in gen-· 
erous volume at all the water-bearing horizons, and each spring-
fed rivulet rushes off, .spmetimes with clamorous haste, to add 
its tribute to the axial stream. 
Yellow Ril:er st,ands next in importance to the Oueota among 
the streams of AHamakee county. It h3:8 its sources in a num-· 
ber of diverging, bmnehes that rise in the southeastern part of 
Winneshiek county and in Ludlow and Post townships of 
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Allamakee. In midsummer, or during times of drouth, the main 
-channel above Myron, in Post township, is a dry, rock-strewn 
river bed. All the waler supplied by the tributary rivulets dis-
appears in crevices of the much-fissured Trenton formation in 
which the channel is cut. Among the people living in tbis 
region it is believed that the water, losing itself in the fissures 
of the bedded limestone, reappears in what is known as the 
"Rise of the Yellow river," a very large spring which occurs 
on the land of Mr. Livingood near Myron (Tp. 96 N., R. VI W., 
.sec. 3, Sw. qr., Nw. ij. While the source of the water supply 
in the spring may be altcgether different from what is locally 
believed -there is here discharged a volume of water sufficient 
to form a creek ten or twelve inches in depth and three or four 
yards in width. A short dista,nce from its source the creek 
flows into the channel of Yellow river and, from that point Oll, 
the bed of the stream, even in the d.ryest weather, is never 
·destitute of water. The "Rise" of the river is located at the 
foot of a cliff of· Trenton limestone seventy or eighty feet in 
height. The spring has been flowing in practically its present 
position for an indefinite period. .The cliff is receding, if at all, 
very slowly, Its face is covered with moss and ferns. Vines 
·clamber over the jutting edges of limestone. Trees several 
inches in diameter have gained a foothold at different heights 
·of the nearly vertical scarp; and an elm, almost eighteen inches 
in diameter, grows within two or three feet of t.he base. 
Like all other streams of Allamakee county, the Yellow 
river is dependent on springs for the normal flow in dry 
weather. To the midsummer traveler the springs in all these 
valleys are a constant joy, their number and size are a perpetual 
,surprise. The Yellow river increases in volume by additions of 
generous and never-failing supplies of porest spring water from 
the "Rise" above Myron, ·till its current is checked and its 
·characteristics, as a spring-fed stream, are lost amid the post-
glacial mud beds near its mouth.· From the west line of the 
county to near the eastern edge of Post township the Yellow 
"river flows in a bed excavated in layers of Trenton limestone. 
Below Myron, in sec. 2, Tp. 96 N., R. VI W., the gorge, cut entirely 
in .Trenton limestone, is two hundred feet in depth. The point 
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at which the stream cuts through the Trenton and strikes the 
upper surface of the Saint Peter sandstone, is a short dist.<U1ce 
west of the eastern line of Post towllship. At 'Werhan's mill, 
less than two miles east of the township line, the liver bed is 
fifty feet below tho summit of the Saint Peter, while about "-
mile farther down it cuts into the upper layers of the Oneota 
limestone. From a point a mile or so fI·om 1Verhan's the dip 
of the strata coincides for a time very nearly with the slope of 
the river bed, for at Smithfield, in the eastern part of Franklin 
township, the Oneota limestone rises only twenty feet above the 
level of the water. Above Werhan's the dip is toward tho 
southwest. Between Smithfield and Ion the inclination of the 
strata is again toward the southwest, and the riYer cuts deep 
into the massive beds of the Oneota, so that below Ion tho gorge 
has vertical walls of the buff colm-ed dolomite one hundred and 
filty leet in height. (Figure S.) About two miles below Ion 
Figure 3 Canyon of YellolV ril'cr below Ion. 
the Yellow river cuts through the Oneota into the Saint Croix 
sandstone. At the mouth of the river the junction of the 
Saint Croix and Onoota is eighty feet above the surface of the 
water, and the bluff that overlooks the Yellow river and the 
Mississippi has a height of two hundred and ninety feet. 
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For some dist.ance from the mouth, three miles or more by 
the windings of the stream, the chauncl was formerly some-
what lower than at present. It had been scoured out'down to 
a different base level from tll:lt which now obtains. Owing, 
hOWe\TCl', to'the ponding back of the waters of the Mississippi 
,during the closing portion of the glacial peliod, or to the rela-
tive rise of the waters from some other cause, a new base level 
was established, higher than the old, and the stream has 




The indurated rocks of Allamakee county all belong to two 
periods; the Cambrian, and the Ordovician or Lower Silurian. 









Saint Peter sandstone. 
Oneota. lime;:;Wne. 
Saint Croix sandstone. 
Geologi,cal Formations. 
CAJ.fBRIAN. 
SAINT OROIX SA.NDSTONE. 
In Allamakee cOllnty only the upper or later division of the 
Cambrian system is represented. All the Iowa Cambrian 
.' therefore, belongs to the Potsdam series and to the stage called 
by Professor N. H. Winchell the Saint Croix sandstone. The 
i Saint Croix beds; as they are seen ill Iowa, are exposed only iII 
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the sides of bluffs, or in the hottom of erosion vallcys. 
Nowhere do they rise to Ute tops of the higher bluffs ~ordering 
the vaneys, much less to the sUIllmits of the ch~ef divides. 
Disfributioll.-'l'he Saint Croix sandstone is exposed in the 
high cliffs and mural precipices facing the Mississippi river along 
the whole eastern harder of the county. It is seen ill the sides 
of the valley of the Oneota river throughout the whole course of 
this stream in Allamakee, forming pverywhere the: lower por-
tion of tho walls of the valley. At Gabbet's Poiut it rises three 
hundred feet above the level of the ri,'cr, and from this point its 
elevation with reference to th~ stream becomes less and less 
unt,il at the western boundary of the county its upper surface is 
'mly a few feet above the water in the chaunel. It may be 
traced along Village creek at ever-diminishing altitudes above 
the stream to uear the west line of Center township. Iu the 
valley of Paint creek the Saint Croix is last seen in the south-
west quarter of section 36, Tp. 97 N., R. IV. W., while along the 
Yellow river the sandstone dips beneath the level of the valley 
in section 20, Tp. 96 N., R. III W. Below the points where the 
Saint Croix disappears in the principal valleys it is more or less 
-conspicuous in the valleys of all the tributary streams. It is 
found, for example, along Bear creek, as far as Quandahl,and in 
the bluffs overlooking Waterloo creek it extends up to Dorches-
ter. Indeed, the space the Saint Croixoccupies,when represented 
on the map, is seen to be exceedingly irregular, for it consists 
of narrow linear, and many times dichotomously branched areas 
<lorresponding to all the portions of the main valleys and their 
dendritic ramifications, that lie below the level of the upper limit 
of the sandstone. 
Thickll.,;s.-At New Albin the Saint Croix sandstone rises to 
" height of three hundred and twenty feet above the graae of 
th~ Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. From New Albin 
to Lansing the trend of the bluffs overlooking the flood plain of 
the Mississippi is nearly parallel to the strike of the strata, so 
that at Mount Hosmer, the eminenc_e above Lansing, the Saint 
Croix sandstone falls but little below the altitude which it 
attains at the northern limit of the county. .At Lansing the 
exposed thickness of the Saint Croix may be set down at three 
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hundred feet. For some distance below Lansing the bluffs con-
tinne to trend nearly parallel to the strike, and tile top of the 
Saint Croix maintains an altitude approximately three hundred 
feet above low )vater in the Mississippi. At the bend below 
Heytman's Station the blnffs assume a direction nearly parallel 
to the dip of the strata, and from this point on to the southern 
boundary of Allamakee county the altitude of the Saint Croix 
rapidly diminishes. At Harper's FelTY the upper limit of the 
sandstone is about one hundred aud eighty feet above the riYer. 
At Waukon Junction it has descended to one hundred and fOlty 
feet, and at the mouth of Yellow river it only rises eighty feet 
above low wator level. 
The three hundred feet of Saint Croix sandstono, exposed in 
the bluffs from New Albin to Hoytman's StatioD, represents 
only a pal't of the entire thickness of this formation. In bOling 
the wells which supply the city of Lausing with water tho drill 
penetrated layer after layer of sandstone, in all respects similar 
to that exposed in the bluffs, to a depth of seven hundred feet 
below the level of the water in the river. Adding to tho 
amount below the water level the amount exposed in the bluffs, 
it will be seen that the Saint Croix has a thickness at Lansing 
of one thousand feet-a thickness that agrees well with obser-
vations made on this formation by Chamberlin and Irving hI 
Wisconsin. In the wells at Lansing, at the base of the sand-
stone, the well borers encountm'ed a hard crystalline rock that 
effectually resistcd all efforts to penetrate it with the drill. 
'fhey liad evidently reached the westward extension of the 
Baraboo quartzite, a vitrified 01' metamorphic sandstone of 
Algonkian age that forIDs the Baraboo ranges of Wisconsin and 
is well exposed at Devil's Lake. ln many localities in the Wis-
consin river vaUey a sandstone, known in Wisconsin as the 
Postdam sandstone, but equivalent to what is here called the 
Saint Croix, may be seen resting directly upon the quartzite. 
Wherever, indeed, the base of the Saint Croix has been seen in 
the upper Mississippi valley it has usually been found in cont-act 
with quartzite of the same character as that composing the 
Baraboo ranges, and there cal1 be little doubt that it was this 
same quartzite that made further drilling impracticable in the 
well at Lansing. 
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LitllO/O.'lil'lll, VIHlrrtcfcl's.-As to lithological characters the 
portion of the Saint Croix sandstone OXI10RCd in Iowa is ,;ory 
yariable. A description, omitting minute deta,ils ~Llld dealing in a 
general and large way with the exposures of this formation at 
Lansing, will cOIl\'oy some idea of its more promincnt character-
istics, rl'hc facts to bo prescnted lue illustrated in part in the 
following section: 
1. For forty leet ahtwo tho lovel of the rh'B!" the sandstono is not. exposed. 
~. Beginning at. fort.y feet ahove the water hwel and extending up to eights 
feot., is an nssemhlugo of heds "UI'ying "ory gl"Catly in some I'OS1l00ts. The stllHI-
stono is definitoly stI·utifioo, it is qnito No. Ft. 
incoherent, the prm'ailing colors are l!l 1t 
sombl'o~mostly dnl'k gl'U~'S 01' lIt'owns I~ -J 
- but thero are SOme narrow bands of 
green alternating with bands alld inter-
rupted streaks of yellow; and cross-bed-
ding, particularly in the greenish layers, 
is a common characteristic. 
3. Numhor threo of the section is a 
bed six feet in thickness, resembling 
010s01y the underlying layors. It Is some-
what harder, though portions arc quito 
friablo. TIm prevailing colors arc shades 
of In·own and yellOW, but there are some 
thin green bandK that, as in Dumber two, 
are ohliquely lamina tell, 
4. Number foul' is a bed eight (eet in 
thiekne.';;!!, somewhat sllaly, yellow in 
color, amI made up of thin, horizontal 
laminm that break up into small angular 
flakes. 
5. Lying upon thethin.yellow beds of 
nnmber foul' is a harder layer, gra~' in 
color and h'o feet in thickness. 
6. Following number fiye isan assem-
blage of harder beds, 'mrying as to their 
general characteristics, and twenty-fonl' 
fect in thickness. Some of tho beds arc 
massiye amI contain more ot' less calcareous 
mittel', others arc more distinctly lamin~ 










thore aro bamls of red, brown, gmy amI yellow. Ncar tho top of six, yonD\\" 
pl'rnlominlltos, and there is a gradual tmnsition to tho soft, yollow, Co."11c:\l'l'Ou" 
shales of numbol" seven. The massi\·o, til'mct' beds of numbol' six h:u-o heCI1 
/}uarrio(l somewhat oxtonsively fOl' building stono. 
7. Number seven is a continuation of tho upper part of numhol" six and 
itself gradcs up impCI'Ccl)tibly iuta lIumbm' eigllt. Ten feet in thickness is 
50.lIe}l. 
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assigned, rather arbitrarily, to tbis member of the section. Tho layers are yel-
low in color, horizontally laminated, fino In texture, quito distinctly calcareous, 
and arc easily split into moderately-thin Ica,'Cs along tho planes of lamination. 
About the middle of this member tho calcareous shales contain the rem8ins of 
trilobites and a low linguloid brachiopods. Of tho trilobites, Dike/acephalus 
mimtesoicllsis Olven, is tho species most abundantly represented, but there arc 
occasional fragments of an Illreourus, differing from /JJtcnl1rus ql1ndmtus HlIll, 
in tbo {orm and othol' churacteI'il of the glabella. In goneral the trilobites lire 
rCIll'CScntetl only bl' impressions of dismembered portions of the dorsal exoskele-
ton, but in two spccimflns of Ilbmurus tho glabella. and thoracic segments retain 
their DOl'mal, l'cltltin~ position. 
S: This is litilOlogically vcry similar to the lUllt. The beds are slightly 
more compact.and, so far as ob5erved, they contain no fossils. Tho color alld 
gencral characteristics of tho strata are identical with seven. 
9. For forty feet abo\'o Ilumhcr eight the hillsido is sodded o~er. 
10. ·When the strata arc again exposed thereOCClil'S a body of strata thirty feet 
in thickness, consisting of yolIowish sandstone, partly soft and unstratified, some-
times bardel' Rnd sbowing planes of .bedding, all very irregular and varying both 
latel'lllly and vertically in color and hardness. 
11. Above tho last arc beds grayish in color, Varying' sometimes to yellow, 
made Ull of coarse, rolled quart.z grains, irregularly cross-bedded; tho sand 
becoming coarsel" towaro the top, with shadings of brown and red and with yarying 
degl'ccs of hardness from the most friable to beds haying a fair degree of indura-
tion. Thickness thil"ty fect. 
12. Following ele\'en the rock becomes firmer, finer grained, still occasIon-
ally cross-bedded, and hard enough to stand in vertical cliITs, Prevailing colo\"s 
are gl':l.y amI yellO\v. 'l'hickness forty feet. 
13. Then fOUOlVS a more fl'iable bcd, fivo feet in thickness, yellow and brown 
in color with sarno thin bands of gray. 
U. Above thirt.cen there 8\'e fifteen feet of beds of passage, -somo quite 
arenaceous, others ffiallc up of sand comcnted with !L relatively large amount. of 
calcium amI magnel:'iUlll carbonate. Tile heds are hlll-der than most of those 
below; they are fine-gl'lliDed, resist the weat.her and tend to form vertical oS,carp-
menta along slde3 of tho bluffs. 
Above the lmT el of number fourteen, three hundred feet 
aboyc the surface of the rh'cr at low water, ~rount Hosmer and 
all the neighboring bluffs, are made up of the dolomitic beds of 
the Oneota limestone_ The foregoing uesCl-iption is intended 
only to giye a very general COllCol)tion of the characteristics of 
the Saint Croix sandstone as it is exposed" at Lansing. With 
few exceptions the several heds of this fonnation vary in char-
acter laterally, so much so, that section~ taken quite neal' 
together would differ great.1y in minor details. 'l'his whole 
complex mas.,;; of nrenaceons strata throughout· its enth'e thick-
ness of a thongaml feet., is simply a shore deposit laid down in 
shaBow water upon a subsi.uing sea bottom. 
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~rhe rate of subsidence was not uniform, sometimes it was 
-faster, and again it was slower, so that the position of any 
given })oint in the area covered by the sandstone-the site of 
Mount Hosmer for examI>le~was continually changing with 
reference to the shore liue of tho land area from which the sed-
iments were derived. 
Furthermore, the movements of the sea bottom affected tho 
ocean cnrrents, causing them to flow sometimes in one direction 
aud again in another. fl'he rate of the erosion whereby t·he 
sands wero fUl'nished lllay well have varied with ntriations in 
the altitude of the land aboye sea Ie\'el, as well as in the vol-
ume of rainfall, and the consequent energy of the resulting 
streams. At all evenb~ some callseS combined to bring about 
perpetual changes in the nature of the deposits laid down at 
any given point, as well as often to produce quite different con-
temporaneons deposits at points not very far removed from 
each other. 
The assemblage of heds represented hy the npper part of six, 
all of seven, and all of eight, on the section, page --, arc fairly 
constant over considerable areas. 'rhe sediments are fine, 
largely chemical, rather than mechanical, and they were laid 
down in quiet water, in a deeper sea that had the bottom 
unvexed by waves 01' cnrrents. 1'hese beds represent a tillle of 
more rapid subsidence and rellloter shores. 'Phe beds in question 
are more r.a.1ca.reons in the valley of the Dneota rheer than they 
are at. Lansing. The calcareous cOllstitutent increases in rela-
tive amount a.", the· heds are traced westward until at the point 
where they are Jast seen in the Oneota valley, near the west 
Hne of Union City township, they assume the character of an 
earthy, thin hetlded dolomite. 
'I'he fossil-bearing pol'tion of this series represcnts the fifth 
trilpbite hed of Owen; while tho whole assemblage of ovenly 
bedded calcareous stm,ta. about thirty-five feet altogether, is 
the c£luivalcnt of the Saint Lawrence limestone of 'Vinchell, as 
re-defilled in the second v01ume of final report.s of the Geo10gi-
cal ana Natural History Survey of Miullcsota*, while it is also 
*The Gwl. o( :lIIUQ. \"01. II uf Final HllllOrlj hy X. U. Winchell. 1111. xxi antI :0.::;\1. :-'::llnt 
l'uul, 1888. 
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the equivalent of the Mendota Hmestono of Irving, as given in 
the Geological Reports of Wiscol1sin*. 
In the section at Lansing thoro are above the'levol of tho 
calcareous beds one hundred and sixty feet of variable sand-
stones which are the stratigraphical equivalents of the Jonlnn 
sandstone of 'Vinchell, and of the Madison s.'Ludstono of Irving. 
A blue calcareous sImle was -obsorvod near the base of Ule 
bluffs not far from New Alhin. If this is prPBent at Lansing, it 
lies below the level of the exposed portion of the section. It is 
possible that this may be the western extension aLtho blue, cal~ 
carcons shale reported by _Chamberlin as a member of the PO,ts-
dam series (Saint Croix) in eastern Wisconsint. Only a few 
feet of the shale were seen at a single point above tlw roadway 
leading into New Albin from the west. 
1'he Saint Croix sands~one as here defined is equal to the 
Potsdam sandstone of Hall, \¥hite, Chamberlin and McGee, as 
the term is used in referring to the geology of Iowa, 1Visconsin 
and Minnesota; butit cannot be affirmed that it is equivalent to 
the Potsdam of New York. It embraces all that is included 
undcr the terms Potsdam sandstone, Mendota limestone and 
Madison sandstone in SOIllB of the writings of hving. It is the 
same as the Saint Croix sandstone as finally delimited by \Vin-
chell, embracing, however, at tho same time, his Saint La.w-
rence limestonc and Jordan sandstone, which, in the second vol-
ume of reports, he associates with the lower sandstones in the 
Saint Croix formatioll. rl'he whole assemblage of strata, so far 
-as Iowa is concerned, represents continuous deposition under 
practically unchanged conditions. For a ShOli time, during the 
deposition of tho unusually calcareous strata associated with the 
trilobite-bearing beds, the off-shore conditions that must have 
existed somewhere throughout the whole time represented by 
the thousa.nd feet of sediments, became possible, Oil account of 
unusually rapid subsidence, over northeastern Iowa and the 
adjacent parts of \Viscollsin and Minnesota. During this short 
}lCriml trilohitcs R1Hllingulas migrated into the region that thus 
offered a favorable environment; but their time of occupancy 
'0<'<11. of WISCOnsIn, \"01. II, p. Mi. l!liO. 
tGool. of Wlsconsln, Yol.lJ,J'.:nl. 
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was short, fur the oM conditions of shanow water, mpid CUt'· 
routs, coarse sediment.s and llroximato shores woro again intro-
duced, and tbo progress of dOlJOsition wont 011 much as iJoforo 
tho unusual subsidence. ",Vhen tho greater subsidonce Umt 
marked the close of tlm Snint Croix and the iutrmluction of-the 
Oneota. took place, the Cambrian trilohites had disappeared and 
the'sea became populated anew by an incursion of Ordovician 




Tho Oueota limestone is one of tho most conspicuons and 
at the same time one of the most important of the geological 
Cormations in AUamakee county, It lies directly aud conforlll-: 
ably upon the Saint Croix sandstone, tho transition from OIle 
formation to the other being made through somo fifteen or 
twenty feet of calciferous sandstone. Owen correctly describes 
SOlUe of the beds of passage as Ii Magnesian Limestone with 
glitering crystalline facets, and calcareo-siliceous oolite, pro-
duced by rounded grains of quartz encased in calcareous 
cement*." 11he sand 'grains indeed are coated with a number 
of successive layers of calcareous material, and the rocl{, on 
fresh fracture, often llresellts all the appearance of a true oulite. 
The Oueota limestone was first descl'ibeu by Owen, and -in 
his reports of 1849 and 185l it was called the Lower Magnesian 
limestonei-. 1'his name has becnl'etaincd by "'hite, Chamber-
lin, Irving and some others who have studied tho geological 
formations of the upper valley of the bIississipl'i, though Hall 
in his geology of Iowa refers to this formation as the Calcifer-
ous sandstone. Winchell in his latest l'Bctification of the Cam-
ul:ian and lower Ordovician strata in ~fillnesota, divides Owen's 
'OWt)J)'sGL'ol. Sur. ot Wis., Iowa alllllUIlI1 .• 1'1111(1.., 18.';2, p. 52. Tho "Sixth trllolJ\lu lJctl" 
uvltle"lIy corresrlomlsto U" .. hcd~ of paSSllgc ilciWL'UIl tIlC !lalnt Orolx IUld the OnL'O\:I. 
tIn tllC UCJlort ofa Gl'ol. EX]llur.ltillll of Iowa. Wlso:;ulIsin alld liIl"ujs made In Ihcl,uluwlI 
of tl1l1 yc:u'1SOO, SccomJ Edition ISH, Owen In~lclitly reren; to this rurl/mUulI m; the "lower 
rnaJ;t1eslnn limestune," (IlP. 21 aud 30 uut (l1C turm Is used doscriI,tin.lly lwd not as a specllh: 
!lalllo. Tho lUll' Is nl:su used In figures G alHI 7,1'1. I, ot Ille s:mw ,·olume, Imt whcthcf asa 
sJM.'1:IHcoras l' merely dl-,;crIJJtI\·c h:fOJ1 c;mnut 00 Illterl"(:d, 
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Lower Magnesian limestone into (I) the Main Botly of Lime-
st.one, (2) the New Richmond Deds (sa.ndstone), aIld (3) the 
Shakopee Limestone. 'I'be term "'rho Main Body of Lime-
stone," he adopts from Irving. McGee claims that the "Main 
Dody of Limestone" is the only lJal't of Owen's Lower Magne-
sian limestone to which the origin\tl -name could now, with 
auy propriety be applied. He claims further that tho original 
lHLlllC "is objectionable in that it.s correlatiyo element has be-
come riwaningless sillce the division of the original ,UPllcr 
Magnesian into three formations" and so he prolloses to call 
the assemblage of strat::L between the -top of the Saint Croix 
mHI Irving's New Hiclllllond sandstone the Oneota limestone, 
a. term derived from the Inuiall name of tho river along which 
the formation attains its typical developmont*. 'rho palt of 
Owen's Lower Magnesian limestone that corresponds to the 
New Richmond 8..'Lndstone and Shakopee limestone of tho Min-
nesota. geologists McGee refers to the Saint Peter sandstone. 
Hall and Sardesoll would unite under the sOIDmyhat compre-
hensive name of tho Magnesian Sodes of the Northwestern 
states, all the strata from the base of Winchell's Saint Law-
rence limestone to the top of thQ Shakopee of the same authort. 
The stratigraphical divisions and faunal changes occurring 
between the limits mentioned are fully recognized; hut the fact 
that the beds represent continuous deposition during a period 
characterized by the reCllrrence of conditiolls that alternately 
f.worcd the deposition of dolomite and sandstone, has induced 
these authors to group all the strata referred to under one com-
prehensive term. 
The New Hiclnnolld sandstone of Minnesota and "Wisconsin 
is represented in Allamakee county by a number of inconstant, 
thin Rrenaceous beds tlmt am interstratified with dolomite. 
Aboye the uncertain sandstone layers the formation is wholly 
dolomitic up to the base of Owen's Saint Petcr sandstone. 
TheTe does not seem, therefore, to be any can for formatiOlml 
divisions in this part of the geological column in Io~va; and 
·~IcGet). 1'!el5tm:ene iIIstliry of NortlJeas{t)fI[ Iowa. E!e'·cutl, Am •. Il('p. U. S. Gcu\. 
8urv., p. 3:tl. 
+Tho Mngneslan Sorl"_,, of tho Nurlhwostorn St:lt~. Dl O. W. 1Ia.1I and J,. W. Sardosoll! 
Dull. Ol'<;ll. Soc. of Am., \"01. II, ~p. 1I;7 .. 1~, 
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though McGee's name, Dneota limestone, h5 udoptcd in the 
reports of the prescnt Iowa Geological Survey, it is modified to 
the extent of making it co~extcnsi\'e with the Lower Magnesian 
limestone of Owen. It will thus include all the dolomitic bcds 
with the thin layers of intercalated ,ands np to the hase of the 
purely quartzose deposit tlmt distinctiycly and beyond question 
belongs to the SaintPcter sandstone. 11'he sandstone beds thus 
included in the Oueota, as cOlU}Jared with the beds of dolomite 
al'e wholly subordinate in importance up to the limit here indi-
cated. The lower ODes at least are furthol"lllore lithologically 
different from tlu; Saint Peter in being firmer and more con pact 
and in haying the sand grains enlarged hy secondarily de}lOsited 
silic~ that has assumed the crystalline form and causes a char-
acteristic spal"kling in the sunshine owing to the reflection of 
light from numerous crystalline facets. Moreover these thin, 
interc;tlated arenaceous layers differ in 11llll1bCl't thickness and 
in stratigntphical position in different localities, so that any 
eliOli to unite them with the Saint Peter sandstone would re-
quire the use of a line of separation between the two fOl'ma-
tions that could be defined ouly with much difficulty. On the 
other hand the base of the great body of incoherent sands that 
undouhtedly helong to the stage of the Saint Peter, presents a 
plane that is fairly constant·and easily recognized. 
AlJart from the thin beds of sandstone that occur in it at 
different elevations, the Oneota formation is llli.ule up of more 
or less lllassiye layers of dolomite. frhe colors range from white 
to buff or yeHow. Beginning ten or fifteen feet above the 
Saint Croix sandstone there arc thirty or forty feet of evenly 
bedded, fine-grained limestone in layers varying from three 
inches to three feet in thickness. Ahove this there are 
occasional heds suihible for quarry stone, but in general the 
ropk is massive, with few pIanos' of bedding, and these are 
irregular and often many feet apal·t. The massive beds are 
rather coarse, vesicular, rough and gritty to the feel, and highly 
charged along certain planes with concretionary nodules and 
in-egular masses of chert. '1'he last fifty or sixty feet in ascend-
ing towards the Saiut I.leter sandstone arc characterized hy the 
presence (If beds Qf sau<\ alld shale interstmtified with tho 
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magnesian limestono. The sandstone layers, as already noted, 
differ as to number and position in different localities, and it 
does Hot seem 110ssiLle to recognize auy one as sufficiently COll-
st.ant to mark a definite horizon. It is in the lash fifty or 
sixty feet that the Iowa equivalents of the New Richmond 
sandstone and the \Villow river limestone of Wisconsin, or the 
New Uichmond sandstone and Shakopee limestone of Minne-
sota aTO found. It is the last fifty or sixty feet that McGee 
would unite with the Saint Peter sandstone, Imt apparently the 
true relations of the beds under consideration are WIth the 
underlying body of dolomite. 
Smj;wf! lJistrilmtioJl.-'l'he Oneota limestone crowns all the 
bluffs along the Mississippi from New Albin to McGregor in 
Clayton county. 1t forms the castles and pillal'S and high 
buttressed walls that give grRndem' and character to tho 
picturesque scenery along the whole valley of the Onaota river 
and itsatlluentsin Allamakee county. III the valley of Village 
creek it extends with its usmtl characteristics from the mouth 
to near the intersection of the stream with the line that passes 
1l00ih and south through the middle of MiLkee townshill. On 
IJaillt creek it forms conspicuous bluffs and precipices along the 
sides of the valley to a point a mile and a half above Water-
dlIe. Above 'Vaterville the cliffs of Oneotagradually diminish 
i~l hoight until they fade out 011 account of the formation passing 
beneath tho level of the rounded contolll'S and gentler slopes 
iudic.tthre of the region underlain by the Saint Potor salldstulle. 
Along Yellow river the frowning walls and precipices of Oueota 
am conspicuous to a short distance below Volney. Above thiH 
point the ul1llcr surface of the Oneota-rises but little above the 
lovol of the river. Owing to the easily eroded character of the 
overlying Saint Peter the sides of the valley aro clIaI"actel'ized 
by gentle slopes ud low ,rounded swells that arc in marked 
contl'aSt ,\.'ith the bolder relief produced by the more obdurate 
magnesian limestone when exposed, as it is farther down the 
stream, to a greater thickness. 'l'he upper surface of the Oneota 
finally di&'Lppears helow the loyol of the river in section 4, '1'p. 
96 N., n. V 'V., a short distance below Werhall's mill. 
Cunccruillg its JistrHHltion at the snrface outside the bottoms 
antI steep waJh:i of thc vallcys, the Ollcota limestone occupies it 
numhcr of \'ery il'l'Cgnlai'ly shaped isolated arcas that altogcther 
defy anything like rcady or brief dm;cl'iption. All arc ill the 
nortJICHstern haH of the couuty. In many cases they arc small, 
island-like patches crowning rounded cminences, again they ,u'c 
narrow, sinuous, fringing belts following the irregular contonrs 
upon tlle long slopes that sCl)arate the tops of the precipitolls 
cliffs facing the yalleys from the summits of the more or less 
d.istallt diyides. Sometimcs the areas are_ illdividmLlly large 
enough to embrace a number of productive farms, as erosioll 
has produced broad shelf-like plateaus between the crumbling 
sands of the Saint Croix on the one side and the Saint Peter on 
the other. 
Tltickl/css.-In thickness the Oneot,a limestone ranges from 
200 to 250 feet. '['he avemge is probably about 230 feet. It is 
most fully de\'eloped along the Oneota, or Upper Iowa river, 
and its branches. N uwhere, ~o far as observed, is the whole 
thiclmcss to be seen in :L single section. At some points there 
may be nearly 01' quite 200 feet included between the roadw:LY 
"t the foot of the steep·sided hll1ffs and the top of the battle-
menteu ledges that frown down from the summit. 'rhe layers 
of limestone decay unequally. through the effects of weathering, 
and though tIle walls of the valley seem almost vertical, some 
portions of the section are always concealed by sod or htlus. 
In the llCl'pcndicular faces of ,the projecting sUlllmit luuges, 
continuons sections of forty, fifty or even sixty feet arc ofton 
eXllosed, and ill the dry rocky channels that in rainy weather 
carry tUlllultuous torrents from the higher slopes, we ma.y ma.ke 
out tho succession of 'heds for a hundred feet or morc. It is ;:L 
vcry unusual thing, however, to find a continuous natural 
section exposing half the thickness of the formation. 
'IiI the bluffs ahout one mile helow the mouth of Bel<!' creek 
(Tp. 100 N., It. VI W., sec. 36, Se. qr., Se. i), we have the follow-
ing typical section, begiuning at the level of the roadway that 
follows the valley: 
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4. Oncota limestone, partly concealed by talus,lIml partly 
exposed in projecting "orticallcdgcs forty or fifty 
feet iJl height. ___ ." _______________ • ____ ________ __ ISO 
3. Beds of passago, partly n1'CIII.ICCOUS and Plll't1y .cal-
careous, somo of the layers made up of rounded 
sand grains cemented with dolomite. ____________ 15 
2. Hard layers of concretionllI'Y sanllstollc, the mammary 
lind botryoidal sandstone of Owen (Saint CroIx)._ 15 
1. Sort Saint Croix sandstone, sometimes cross-bedded, 
but moro frequontly without ~tratification planes 
of any kindj brown and yellow in colol'. __________ 100 
Fauna f!.f fhe Dileo/a Limcsfollc.-1.'he Oneota limestone is quite 
barren so far as relates to fossil remains. 'l'hl'onghout the greater 
part of its thickness one Dlay search indefinitely without finding 
any evidence of the existence of life while the beds of dolomite 
were forming. Dr. White* says that "the only fossils that have 
been found in this formation in Iowa are, so far as known, a few 
traces of the stems of crinoids found near McGregor." ,\Vhitnoyt, 
speaking of indications of organic 'life in the Lower Magnesian 
(Oneota) limestone, says that U In Iowa, inueed we have observed 
nothing of the kind." Owen, in his reporton the Geological 
Survey of Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota, p. 60, enumerates a 
few genera that are represented in this formation but does 
not give localities. Wllitfield describes a few s]Jecies from the 
Lower .Magilesial1 of \Visconsin in the Geology of Wisconsin, 
Vol. IV. Professor N. II. Winchell found Orthoceras,Ophileta 
and Plourotomaria in cherty beds of this formation in 1tlinne-
sota. In the proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of 
Science for 1870, ~leek describes a species of Raphistoma from 
the horizon of this limestone in Minuesota. So far as relates to 
Iowa, the largest collection illustrating the fauna of the Oneota 
limestone was made partly in Allamakee, and partly in Clayton 
county, by Mr. F. II. I,uthe, formerly of McGregor. This col-
lection was studied and described by Calvint. 
The recognizable forIns included: Murchisonia, species unde-
termined. rllryblidiuIn, species. undetermined, 11Ietopto"J}la alta 
~nllp(}rt or the Gl'oioJ1;Y or Jmnl, ,·oi. I, pp. J7:J..i1t. 
tllaU'.; Geology of Iowa, p. il3'i". 
*Ilul. from I.niJ. Nat.lllsl. nf :;1:1h, Un!,·cr.;;Uy of JOWl', vol. II, No. 2, IIp.lS!)-I(lJ. 
J\woriClIil (lool(lgbt, vol. X, PI), HI-US, 
,-
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'Vhf., StJ'apal'olllls clu!liollcnsis Calvin, 8. }Jl'isliuillifoJ'mis Cal-
vin, HapllisfolJUf jJ(!j,iJlcllse Meek, R. JUulfimit:atllJJl Calvin, R. 
}uttlcimlvafll11l Cah"in, I/u/ojie" IUI'gida Hall, OrllIOCCl'llS prillli!lt'll-
iUJJl Vl111UXCm, and Cyrtorerfls tuUw; Calvin. In addition to tho 
genera and species enumerated above Mr. Luthe's collection 
contained a few imperfectly preserved masses resembling in , 
structure some forms of the Stromatoporoidea. All the speci. 
mens in _ the collection came f1'om thin bands and irregular 
masses of chert that are more or less common throughout the 
upper half of the Oneota. With the exception of a single 
imperfect specimen of 811'111'111'011118 clll!llollellSis none of the 
species mentioned above are at present known from the lIlasses 
of limestone making up the-main part of the Oneota, or from 
the intercalated sandstones and shales in the upper part of the 
formation. ( - -
In the limestone portions of the Oueota, however, up 11ear 
the top of the formatio!), there are beds that are composed 
wholly of large laminated concretion-like masses that bear a 
striking resemblance to some forms of Stromatoporoids. The 
individual masses vary from a few inches up to several feet ill 
diameter. The largest individuals were seen in a road cutting 
on the north side of Yellow river a short distance below Vol· 
ney. At this lJOiut there were some that were two or three 
feet in thickness and eight or ten feet in horizontal diametm'. 
Object~':l_ ha.ving a similar strncture, but obviously much 
smaller than those observed in Towa, ha\'e been descrihed by 
Profe,"or N. H. Winchell from abont the same horizon in Min-
nesota. Professor Winchell refers the specimens to Hall's 
genus Cryptozoon and prolJoses for one of the larger fOl'ms 
which ha~ a diameter of only about sixteen inches, the specific 
name CI"!Jpfozoon millllesoicllsc. 'llhere· may yet be reasonahle 
douht as to whether these problematic structures are really 
organic. The individuals tend to split into concentric portions 
along the planes of lamination, The upper surface, taking it 
as a whole, is generally convex, but the surface of each lamina 
is molded into a great number of comparatively small low 
rounded elevations that vary from half an inch to more than 
two hlches ill diametel". 
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'j'tlJ'oliomic Rdafiolls.-On stratigraphical grounds Professor 
James Hall and others have reforred tho Lower Magnesian 
(Oucota) limestone to the same horizon as tho Calciferous salld 
rock of New Yark and Vermont. It may 110W bo rofonod to 
the same horizon on paleontological evidence. .J.lldopoiollla alta 
"\Vhitfiold, lfoloj1(,(l fumida Hall, and Ort/weems prlmigcnillm 
Valluxem, are slJeeies common to the eastern Calciferous and 
the western Oneota. Tl'yblidiuIll and Murchisonia are l'epre~ 
sell ted in the westerll formation by species that are very simi-
lar to representatives of the same genera on the Vermont shOl'e 
of Lake Champlain, if they arc not indeed identical. '11hc 
species of the other genera from the chert beds of the Oneota 
bear a close resemblance to species from the. Ca1ciferous beds 
of Vermont, ':Pher8 can be ·1ittle doubt as to the essential 
equivalence of the two formatiOlls. At FOli Cassin and other 
points in the Champlain valley the beds that furnish a fauna 
essentially equivalent to that of the Oneota limestone pass up 
without stratigraphical interruption into beds that furnish 
AIS(fp/II(S canalis Com'ad, and other species that show decided 
affinities with forms from the Birdseye and Trenton limestones 
of Nmv York. 'rhe relations of the Calciferous sandrock of the 
ClutIll}llain valley are paIeontologically more intimate with tho 
overlying 'l'rentoll than with the underlying Potsdam, 'rho 
formation belongs to the Ol'dovician or Lower Silurian and not 
tu the Cambrian, and the same statement IDay be made with 
I'cspect to its equivalent, the O~eota limestone in northeastern 
Iowa. 
SAINT PETER SANDSTONE, 
GI'JIf:ral lJe.'j(~J'ipIiQIl,-The term Saint Peter sandstone will 
be used here in the sense in which it has been employed by 
Owen, Hall, White and all other writers on the geology of the 
region under consideration except UeGce. As already noted 
McGee proposes to unite with the Saint l")ete1' so much of the 
underlying formation as represents the Shakopee limestone amI 
New Hichmoud sandstone of Minnesota, Limiting tbe term in 
accordanco with its original a.pplication, tho Saint Peter sand-
stolle of Alia make. county embraces tLbody of but sliglltly 
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coherent aronaceous deposits having au tL\'Ol'UgC thickness of 
about eigbty feet, and lying between the fairly well defined 
snmmit of the Oneota and the "ery definitely marked bed of 
shale that is found e"erywhere thronghout the county at the 
base of the 'llrenton, The formation is made up almost entirely 
of water-worn grains of quartz. 'l'ho tLmOlllltof foreign matter 
mingled with the quartzose sand is so small tlIat in many cases 
it nULl' be left out of consideration. While some of the beds, 
howevor, are pure white, the great hulk of tho formation is 
mora or less tinged with shades of brown, red or yellow, owing 
to the presence of sumll amounts of ferric oxide in different 
degrees of hydration. The colors are often vcry bright and 
distinct,· and in this respect· are in marked contrast with the 
dingy shades that chamcterize the greater part of the Saint 
Croix. . 
The Saint Peter sandstone is in some places practically as 
incoherent as when the beds were first laid down ill the Ordo-
vician sen.. In portions exposed to the weather for somo time 
the constituent sand grains bccomc more or less cemented at 
and near the surface, but on breaking through the thin crust it 
is found that the unexposeu beds I""ve suffered so little change 
since they were first deposited, that fragments two inches in 
diameter may be crushed in the hand, or the whole body of 
sand may be dug out easily with the spade. At a large pro-
portion of the localities where the Saint Peter is exposed the 
sandstone is so far indurated as to admit of being taken out in 
blocks, but the blocks Illay easily he knocked to pieces with the 
hammer, or they may be crushed with a cOlllparati\'ely smull 
amount of l,reSSUrB. In a few instances the beds are snlli-
ciently hard to serve \'ory well as building stono, and in somo 
places they are qURl'l'ied and used in making foundations for 
barns and other similar structures. On the land of Mr. Fretl 
Hansesmeier (Tp. 98, N., It. V W., sec. 27, Se. qr., S. ~), abont 
three miles east of Waukon, there are ledges of Saint Petcr 
sandstone curiously mottled and streaked with bright red, 
mingle,l with patches of pure white. These ledges are hard 
enough for use us building stone and thoy have beon so used to 
a limited extent. 
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Near Mr. Heffner's (Tp. 96 N., R. V 'V., sec. 14, Sw. qr., 
Nw. fl, there are vertical ledges of Saint Peter sandstone that 
have weathered into massive, irregular detached blocks, three 
to ten feet in diameter, and piled one on another like some 
example of heavy masonry. The sandstone at this exposure is 
hard enough for use in ordinary walls and foundations. Other 
similar examples occur thl'Oughout the county, but in general 
the Saint Peter sandstone has so little cohesion as to be 
altogether uufit for use as building stone. 
Flgurc 5. Effect of weatlmriflg on bard beds of Saint Petcrsandst(lne n('ar Heffner's. 
1'he upper pmtion of the S~t Peter formation, for a few 
inches only below tbe plane of contact with the basal shale of 
the Trenton; often becomes very highly charged with iron oxide. 
The m'erlyil1g 1'renton limes'f;one contains a considerable 
amount of pyrites together witil some ferric oxide al~d ferrous 
carbonate. It has suffered decay on a large scale as a l'esldt of 
solution. For unmeasured p81iods the meteoric waters, on their 
way to the channels of drainage, have flowed over the surface 
01' found their way into innumerable cracks and crevices that 
intersect the beds of" limestone. and have dissoh'ed and carried 
away the calcium carbonate to an extent that is hardly con-
ceirahle. '11he insoluble l"Bsidue contained, alllong other things, 
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the pyrites of. iron with which the limestone was clmrged, and 
this mineral, after undergoing oxidation, has beon canied down 
and deposited in the uppermost layers of the insoluble Saint 
Peter sandstone. On some long slopes that still show beds of 
Trenton limestone above the Saint Peter, and where for an indefi-
nite period solution has been inOl"e elIective than mechanical 
erosion ill disintegrating and removing the indurated rocks, tho 
sandstone often projects beyond the general contour ami forllls 
a ton'ace IULVing its horizontal surface coincidont with the 
plane of contact between the two formations. As compared 
with the limestone the siliceous deposit is relatively insolublo, 
and so decays bnt slowly if at all from the elIects of solution. 
'fhe ferruginous deposit in and upon its surface la.yer enables 
the sandstoue to resist for a time the rather feeble elIects of 
mechanical erosion, and thus is brought _ (tbout the uuusual 
phenomenon of a hard, compact limestone receding, as it result 
of wastage, more rapidly than a fi'iable sandstone. 
7'opugmpflic Feaflll"l'8,-'llhe ferruginous stratulll in the .upper-
most part of the Saint Peter is best developed in regions over 
which the Trenton has been almost, or altogether, removed. In 
some places from which the limestone has been completely 
stl"ipped, there are knobs and l'idges of Saint Peter SlLllIlstone 
rising forty or fifty feet above the plain on which they stand, 
showing at the sUIllmit the 1mrd felTuginous band that was 
developed beneath the slowly vanishing 'l'renton, still prese1"l'-
illg a record of the exact position once occupied by the base of 
this fonuatioll. An excellent typical example of such pro-
tected outlying masses of tho upper portion of the Saint Peter 
is found in the small, conical hill which rises abruptly from the 
level of the surrounding region neal' the northeast corner of 
section 19, in the western part of IJiLnsillg township_ 'l'he 
height is forty feet above the roadway that passes near its base. 
The sides am too steep for cultivation and so a portion of the 
original forest has been permitted to occupy its summit and 
lateral SIOlleB, lL fact that adds to the apparent elevation when 
the hill is seen from a distance. 'l'he crown of the hill is pl'o~ 
tocted by a thin layer of hard ferruginous sandstone ·with 
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enough of tho cementing ferric oxide to entitle it to rauk as a-
fair grade of iron orc. 
A little farther to the southeast, in section 20 of the same 
township, a church has been built in a conspicnous sitll;ttion on 
the wcst end-of a long, narrow, :wooded ridge, tlmt like the knoB 
in section IU is made up of the upper part of the Saint PctCl' saud-
stOlle protected by a mlativoly thin but highly indurated layer 
(~ementcd with ferric oxide. There arc many similar outlying 
ma.sses of the upper half of the Saint Peter in tho southeastern 
part of French Creek township and the westorll part of Lansing, 
In sections 27, 34 and 35 of Makee townshil) there are examples 
of tho same kind, while ill the southeast quarter of section 6. of 
rraylor townshill, there are some prominent wooded ridges of 
Saint Peter sandstone illustrating tlIe same geological and topo-
graphical phenomena. Such ridges, I1ms, and bosses of sand-
stone as those above noticed, are indeed characteristic features 
of the topography ill all the portions of the county that lie just 
outside the edge of the receding Trenton limestone. 
Dislribllfioll.-Thc al'Oa occllilied by the Saint Peter sanQstone 
does not admit of accurate description. It occurs in long, 
narrow, sinuous belts aro~lld the margin of the region covered 
by the Trenton limestone. Thei'e are outlying patchcs horo and 
there. Seldom do the continuous areas o'ccupied by this forma-
tion have a width of two 01' three miles. More frcquently they 
arc mere narrow bands along hill sides with a horizontal extent 
limited to a few yards. With the possible exception of LudJO\\' . 
and Post,' the plane- in which tho sandstone lies is intersected 
by the strongly undulated surface at numerous point.s in every 
township of the county; and one traveling in any direction, 
except along the crests of the dividing ridges or fol1owing t.he 
troughs of the main dr::tinage valleys, enconnters exposures of it 
every few miles. 
Famw of the Saini Peter SmulsfOJlI!.-'l'hus far in Iowa the 
Saint Peter sandstone has afforded no traces of fossils. In the 
Fourth Annual HepOli of the Geological aud Natnral Ilistory 
Suneyof Minnesota, page 41, Prof. N. H. 'VillChcll describes a 
smalllingnloid brachiolwd from the upper pali o[ the formation, 
ncar }l'onntnin, FiBmol'e couuty, MinllcSoht, nnder the name of 
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Lillglliepis lIlol·sellsis. Prof. Chamberlin, in the Geology of 
Wisconsin, vol. II, page 288, mentions the discovery of Scolithus 
tubes in beds of the Saint Peter in eastern Wisconsin. In the 
Bulletin of the Miunesota Academy of Sciences, vol. III, No.3, 
page 318, Sardeson gives a list of fossils from the Saint Peter 
sandstone neal' Minneapolis. The collections embrace casts of 
Gasteropods and Lamellibranchs belongiug to the genera 
Maclurea, Murchisonia, Cypricardites and Modiolopsis. The 
fauna of the Saint Peter as indicated by Sardeson's collection 
is closely related to that of the Trenton, if not identical with it, 
and lends support to the views of those geologists who would 
correlate the Saint Peter of the Upper Mississippi with the Chazy 
of New York. 
The porous character of the entire formation in Iowa, and 
the lack of cohesion among its constituent particles, do not 
afford conditions favorahle to the preservation of organic 
remains. Even had the sea, during the age of the sandstone, 
abounded. in organic types with skeletal parts, capable under 
favorable circumstances of becoming fossilized their preserva-
tion till now in such a deposit as the Saint Peter would 'be 
highly improbable.. On the other hand it is more than probablo 
that the conditions attending the laying down of the sandstone 
precluded the development of any extensive fauna so long as 
the work of deposition was in progress. The mechanical action 
of the strong and constant currents necessary to wash and 
assort the material as it was brought down from the land and 
free it completely from all clayey and other finely comminuted 
particles that must necessarily have been present in the original 
products of land erosion, conld scarcely fail to make it well 
nigh impossible for sensitive types of life to exist within the 
area of sedimentation. 
TRENTON LIMESTONE. 
T'IlE SAIN'l' PETER SHELf. LI)(ESTONB OF own . . 
In Allamakee connty the Saint Peter sandstone ends abruptly 
witbout· noticeable change of characters. It is followed in 
ascending order by a bed of bluish or greenish shale that con-
stitutes the lowest member of the Trenton formation. This 
50.Rep. 
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basal shale, five or six feet in thickness, is followed by beds of 
limestone that in most localities are at first dolomitic; but in 
some places tl~ey exhibit the usual characteristics of the cal-
carcous beds belonging to the typical TI'cnton. There are no 
beds of IJRssage. '1'he line of juncture between the Saint Peter 
and Trenton is probably the most definitely marked geological 
horizon in all northeastern Iowa. 
General DescJ'iptioll.-The Trenton 'limestone is a term 
applied to an asscmblugc of strata that vary considerably 
among themselves and yet, when viewed as a whole, present a 
fairly consistent series of physical and paleontological charac-
teristics. Some of the beds are calcareous shales, others are 
shaly limestones, some are dolomites, while still others are 
nearly pure accumulatiOlis of caJciuID carbonate. The forma-
tion begins with the bed of shale already mentioned, five or six 
feet in thickness, and resting conformably on the Saint Petor 
sandstone. This basal shale is seen in all parts of the county 
1vherever the contact of the two formations is exposedj and 
southeast of a line drawn from Postville to New Albin it is 
iIivariably followed by beds· of dolomite, having an aggregate 
thickness of twenty or twenty-five feet. This dolomite is the 
equivalent of the Lower Buff beds of the Wisconsin geologists*. 
As developed in Iowa the dolomitic beds are in heavy layers 
from six inches to three feet "in thickness, and afford a very 
excellent quality of building stone. They are well seen in the 
valley of Paint creek, about two miles below Waukon. In 
section 6, of Paint creek township, they'are exposed, and have 
furnished the material used in building the walls of the West 
Paint Creek Norwegian LutheI"all church and other structures 
of less importance. "\Vhile they are a fairly constant "feature 
of all the natural sections that include this part of the geologi-
cal column, the most. instructhye exposure, and the one that 
best illustrates the chamcter of these dolomitic beds, was 
observed near the point where· the wagon road intersects the 
south line of the southwest quarter of section 10 in.Franklin 
township. At this exposure the beds in question are made up 
• Geology of WIsconsin, vol. II, page 291. 
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of very hard, compact, yellow magnesian limestone, with few 
01' no fossils. 'llhey have been quarried to a limited extent, and 
are capable of furnishing blocks three feet in thickness and of 
almost any desired dimensions as to length and width. 
Above the Lower Buff beds the Trenton limestone of Alla-
makee county presents a great variety of litbological characters. 
There is a continual alternation of limestone and shales, the 
limestone, on the whole, predominating. As a rule the lime-
stone is dark colored, with dull blue and slaty sllades in the 
unleached portions of the beds. In texture it is fine grained, 
compact, and breaks often with concboidal fracture. The beds 
are usually thin, from three to six inches being the ordinary 
thickness, though some beds may attain a thickness of ten or 
twelve inches. Layers that seem perfectly compact when taken 
from the quarry often break up into thin laminm after exposure 
to the weather. The effect of weathering is well seen in all the 
exposed cliffs of this formation. Owing to cleavage of the 
original strata along the planes of lamination the cliff appears 
to be made up of beds only an inch or two. in thickness, while 
the laminro, resulting from such cleavage, are again broken 
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vertically into small fragments six or eight or ten inches in 
diameter. (Figure 6.) . 
Beds presenting fairly uniform characteristics over a large 
area begin about thirty feet above the base of the formation 
and have a thickness of between thirty and forty feet. They 
consist of thin layers of limestone alternating with· shales, the 
limestone layers being very irregulal' in their distribution and 
oUen having a very limited lateTaI extent. Shale is greatly in 
ex~ess as compm'ed with the limestone, and the whole bed, . 
argillaceous and calcareous portions alike, is highly fossiliferous.· 
'1'he thin calcareous layers that occur in the shale are usually 
nothing more than masses of brachiopod shells and bryozoans-
sometimes broken and comminuted, not infrequently entire-
all cemented into a compact limestone. Fossils occur also in 
great numbers, and in the most perfect state of preservation in 
the argillaceous portions of the bed, and are freed from the 
matrix by weathering wherever the-shales are exposed. The 
upper portion of the shale bed is highly charged with calcal'eous 
nodules, along with which. it contains, among other monticuli· 
poroids, immense numbers of the small, mostly hemispherical, 
coral-like bryozoans that -were formerly known as Cluetetes 
lycopcJ'c/OJl: but which may now probably be referred to Praso-
pora simulutJ'ix Ulrich. Weathered, out of the. shale or lying 
palilyembedded upon the snrface, of the calcareous lamiuffi 
tho collector may obtain beautifurcxamples of Orilti,,; 8ubreguata 
Con., O. bel/uri/gosa Con., O. (riccl/uria. Con., Plutystl'opl!ia 
bi/oraia, small variety resembling in form P. (lcutilimfa. Con., 
Sll'opllOmcllu_J'ugosa Rafinesque, S. inclfJ'V(lfa Shepard, Rltyllclw-
fl'eJ1l({ ainsliei N. H. Winchell, R. ,inwquivalvis Castelnau, and 
many other species characteristic of the lower Trenton. The 
beds under consideration contain some layers of very fine-argil-
la~eous shale which,-being impervious to water, determine the 
position of numerous springs along the slopes upon'which this 
shale outcrops, When the dip of the strata is normal-that 
is, toward the southwest-the springs occur on the north and 
east sides of the valleys. 
Above the shale bed there occurs a body of hard limestone 
with layers from throe to six inches in thickness. Fossils are 
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less plentiful than in the calcareous layers associated \\~it.h Hie 
underlying shale. The rock is finn, fine grained, blue 01' slaty 
in color on fresh fl'Rcture, but weathers, on eXllosure, to yarious 
shades of gray 01' buff. 'l'hese beds are quai'l'ied ncal" 'Vaukon 
and elsewhere, and some of the layers afford a ycry durable 
building stone. Great care, howeyer, must be used in ma.king 
the selection, for some beds that appear to be porfectly firm 
and homogeneous, split badly into thin laminro and then Cl:llIll-
bIe into small angular fragments upon contiI1l~ed exposure to 
the weather. 
Limestone of essentially the same character as that quarried 
near Waukon occurs, with slight variations and occasional 
interruptions by thin beds of shale, to near the upper limit,,! 
formation. N mth of Postville, in the southeast quarter of sec-
tion 20 of Postville towlIship, we find first an exposure of yel-
lowish, soft limestone with much chOlt, which doubtless repre-
sents the lower beds of the Galena. Below the Galena there 
are twelve or fifteen feet of bluish shales with no fossils and 
then there follows in descending order about sixty feet of fos-
siliferous shales and shaly limestones. The main body of the 
Trenton limestone, about 150 feet in thickness, and exhibiting 
what may be called the typical characteristics of the formation-
lies between the base of the shales. and shaly limestones seen 
north of Postville, and the top of the fossiliferous shales 
exposed near Waukon: Between these two limit.s the forma-
.tion is predominantly calcareous, and some of the beds fUl'nish 
a fairly good quality of building stone. 
Distribution aml Relatiolt to DraiJlage.-The Trenton lime-
stone is distributed most extensively in the southwestern part 
of Allamakee county. It is practically continuous over Post 
and Ludlow townships, but the ramifying valleys of Village 
creek, Paint creek and Yellow l'iver cut iuto the eastern mar-
gin of thearea occupied by this formation and divide it into a 
series of in-egular narrow belts that coincide with the crests of 
the higher ridges. The three streams mentioned above all 
have their origin within the Trenton area, but they do not flow 
far before cutting through to tbe underlying formations. On 
the other hand the Oueota or Upper Iowa river runs over the 
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Saint Croix sandstone throughout its whole course in Allanm-
kee. North of the Oneoht the Trenton limestone occupies the 
higher elevations in 'Vaterlao and Union City townships. 
'l'he 'rrcnton limestone is very extcnsiycly fissured, and the 
fissures communicate Qne with another 0\'01' areas of con sid-
m'uble extent. The surface waters are drained into these 
subterranean fissures through numerous funnel-shaped II sink 
holes" that vary from a few yards to fOlty or fifty yards in 
diameter. 'l'hese singular, basin-shaped depressions in the sur-
face constitute one of the constant and chal'acteristic featums 
of tho Trenton area and might serve as a reliable guide in 
tracing the distribution of the formation under consideration 
even if there were no other indications of its presence. In the 
region about Rossville the "sinks" aTe particularly numerous 
aud seem actually to crowd each other in some of the fields and 
pastures. The area underlain by Trenton limestone has most 
perfect drainage, so much so that wet land, even in seasons of 
most copious rainfall; is something altogether unknown. The 
waters that find their way into the fissures of the Trenton 
reappear, at least in part, in the springs that well out from tIle 
sides of every valley and furnish the constant supply for all four 
of the main drainage streams. 
TIle Fauna of the TreJltoll.-The Trenton fauna is too exten-
sive to be discussed here except in a very general way. 'Phe 
strata of the Trenton afford the earliest, and in -some respects 
the best examples among the Paleozoic strata of Iowa, of 
organically formed limestones, Many oi the beds are nothing 
but consolidated masses of the comminuted skeletons of 
brachiopods and other marine types of animals. The rate at 
which the strata accumulated on the. bottom of the old 'rrenton 
sea depended on the rate at which successive generations of 
shell-bearing animals secreted calcareous skeletal parts during 
life and contributed the same at death as an addition to the 
slowly growing beds of limestone. The exuvire of animals were 
piled up simply where the creatures lived and grew and died, 
and the, remains Of each generation buried out of sight the 
more or less fragmentary skeletons of the next preceding. 
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In the Tl'enton fauna brachiopods predominate with respoct 
to numbers, both of individuals and of species; the greatest 
expansion of the class taking place in the families Stropho-. 
mellidro and Orthidro. Among mollusks there are only a few 
Lamellibranchs. Gasteropods are comparatively numerous, the 
genera Haphistoma, Maclurea, Subulites and Murchisonia being 
the most characteristic. Orthoceras, Cyrtoceras and 'J1rochocera-s 
are tho prevailing gene;" of the Cephalopoda. Trilobites are 
very rare within the limits of Allamakee county, a fact not easy 
to explain, when we consider the abundance of h-agmentary 
remains belonging to this group in certain beds of. the Trenton 
in Fayette, Howard and some other counties only a ShOl·t 
distance to the westward. A single pygidium of Asap/illS 
(PtycllOpyge) ,,[,.ichi Clark, remarkable in having the furrows 
defining the constituent segments unusually distinct, was found 
associated with Lingula iOlOensis Owen, near the top of the lime-
stone portion of the formation north of Postville, and the head 
and thorax of CCJ"allJ"lIS pleurexanllleJlllls Green,was ~ollected from 
the second shale bed near Waukon. 
In the shales which lie almost immediately beneath the 
Galena limestone, north of Postville, there occurs an inter., 
osting fauna, markedly distinct from the faunas of the beds 
below, _ and characterized by the .. presence of Rujillcsquin(l 
minllesotensis N. H. Winchell, OrtMs (Plectol'fMs) kanl.:akellsis 
McChesney, a distinct variety of Orthis (Plcesomys) sllbquadrata 
Hall, and what seems to be an undescribed species, related to 
the last, bnt differing from O. slIbqllariraia in the much finer 
and much more numerous costro ornamenting the surface of 
both valves .. This fauna resembles in some respects the fauna 
referred by the geologists of Minnesota to the Hudson river 
shales; but in Allamakee county it occurs beneath the Galena 
limestone, while Hudson river shales are not found until an 
altitude more than a hundred feet higher.isreached. About six 
miles southwest of the point where the species noted above 
were collected, there are some prominent ridges containing at 
the summit heavy beds of Niagara limestone, while at the base 
there are occasional exposures of shales of the ~laquoketa or 
JIlJdson river st'!le. II! the doloplite ~uarrics of Mr. Wi!ke~ 
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Williams, Ileal' the northeastern corner of Fayette county, the 
Niagara limest.one is taken out down to its junction with the 
shales, but there are no exposures of these shales in Allamakee 
county. 
GALENA LIMESTONE. 
The Galena limestone plays a very unimpodant pad in the 
stratigraphy of Allamakee connty. It is only at a few points 
along the southern border of the couuty that this formation is 
seen at all. The basal portions only are present, and they fol-
low conformably the alternating beds of sbale and limestone 
that mark the close of the Trenton. North of Postville (Tp. 96 
N., R. VI W., sec. 20, Se. qr.), the wagon road cuts through 
some soft, yellowish, chert-bearing beds of limestone that rep-
resent the earlier layers of the Galena stage. At this point the 
deposits are worthless, considered economically, but about half 
a mile south of Postville, in Clayton county, there is an expos- _ 
ures of the Galena that has been quarried on a small scale for 
building purposes. In the southwest quarter of section 25 and 
along the western boundry of section 36 in Franklin townsbip 
(Tp. 96 N., R. V W.), there are exposures of Galena limestone of 
finer texture than those seen farther west, while in Clayton 
county, a short distance north of Luana, as well as north of 
Monona, the formation is evenly bedded, and occurs in hard, 
compact layers varying from six to ten inches in thickness. At 
these points it has been quarried somewhat extensively, and for 
all ordinary uses it affords building material of very excellent 
quality. The formation is again seen in the southwest quarter 
of section 32, Linton township (Tp. 96 N., R. IV W.). There are 
here several exposures and all present the usual characteristics 
of the lower portions of the formation. Without specifying the 
individual outcrops farther it is sufficient to say that this lime-
stone is developed in Allamakee county only on the upper por-
tions of the divide south of Yellow river, from Postville to near 
the western border of Fairview township. Only the basal mem-
bers of the formation are-thus included within the limits of the 
county. The Galena limestone in Allamakee is Of little econ-
pmic impol-tance. It contributes no special features to the 
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topography. Its altitude above the level of the water in Yellow 
1'iver is about 300 feet. Very few fossils were observed in beds 
of the Galena stage in the region here under discussion. But 
one species indeed, the RhYllchollella perlamellosft Whitfield, was 
found in condition for satisfactory identification. 
No deposits of indurated rocks younger than the Galena 
were observed in Allamakee, although it is quite certain that 
tbe Maquoketa shales and the Niagara limestone originally over-
spread a large portion, probably all, of the county. Three 
miles south of the county line, on the Williams estate (Tp. ~5 
N., R. VI W., sec. 19, and Tp. 95 N., R. VII W., sec. 24), a con-
spicuous ridge rising abruptly above the level of the plain to 
the north is found to be constructed· of Maquoketa shales 
capped by some twenty feet of massive Niagara limestone. The 
1idge in question is simply an outlier made up of portions of 
strata of the formations named which have escaped the effects 
of solution and mechanical erosion whereby the surrouuding 
country has been stripped of deposits aggregating probably 
hundreds of feet in thickness. There are reasons for believing 
that the whole of Allamakee county lay beneath sea level and 
was the theater of active processes of sedimentation until at 
least the close of the Silurian. 
SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS. 
BOILS. 
Many causes have united to produce the soils of Allamakee 
county. In the first place practically al\.the rocks that over-
spread this,as well as every other county of Iowa, were made 
up ofa mixture of soluble and insoluble materials. Of tbese 
rocks the limestones contain the largest amount of soluble 
matter, the shales and sandstones the least. As soon as the 
region was eievated above sea level, at or near tbe close of the 
Silurian, the sedimentary deposits were promptly.attacked by 
meteoric waters as well as by the chemically active constituents 
of the atmosphere. Mechanical erosion was probably feeble at 
first, for the region rose but little above the sea; but the chemi-
cal action of the agents named, as they came in contact witiJ 
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the newly exposed surface, or penetrated deeply into the strata 
along cracks and fissures, had the effect, within the zoue of 
their activity, of removing the soluble constituents of the 
strat."L and leaving the insoluble clay, sand, nodules of chert, 
iron oxide and wll8.tevel' else was incapable of.... passing readily 
into solution, as an unconsolidated residuum. It wa.s of such 
disintegrated materials, the prodnct of ro~k decay, that the first 
soil of the region was composed. When, later in geological 
times, the terrestrial surfaces became clothed with vegetation, 
and generations of plants of greater or less luxuriance grew 
and perished in succession, organic acids taken up by the per, 
colating ground waters greatly accelerated the processes of 
rock disintegration, and rapidly increased the depth of the 
assemblage of incoherent materials that, in popular speech, is 
called soil. The roots of the plants insinuating themselves 
into the cracks and crevices of the rocks and growing there, had 
the effect of forcing the rock masses apart and affording freer 
entrance to the agents of solution. Strains resulting from 
diurnal or seasonal alternations of temperature opened up' new 
Jines of successfol attack that were immediately utilized by the 
agents of .destruction. And thus the rocks slowly wasted away 
under the influences noted, and the insoluble residual produc~ 
constituting the soil tended to increase in thickness. But 
another agent was at work, and it had the effect of reducing 
the thickness of the mantle of disintegrated material. If such 
materials could increase in thickness undisturbed, they would, 
in time, effectually protect the undecayed portions of the strata 
beneath from destructive influences, and thus put an end to 
further progress iu rock disintegration. But the surface waters 
exercise mechanical effects as well as chemical, and so the loose 
surface materials were in part removed by erosion and trans:-
portation. By such removal the agents of solution and disin-
tegratiou had fresh portions of the rocky strata brought within 
the sphere of their activity. Through the combined effects of 
disintegration, erosion and transportation, layer after layer of 
the original sediments covering Allamakee county has been 
stripped off and calTied away. At the mouth of the Oneota 
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river tho aggregate thickness of tho beds so removed canllot he 
less than twelve hundred feet. 
'nie amount of residual, insoluble matter in the rocks of 
Allamakee county, taking tlle sandstones, shales and limestones 
all together, would probahly,according to observations made by 
McGee, exceed half the bulk of the Oliginal beds. Nowhere, 
however, is there found any very considerable thickness of 
residual detritus in the position in which it was produced. '11he 
average thickness on the divides and slopes probably does not 
exceed ten feet. For a short distance back from the ~Iississippi 
the recent changes in the base level of the drainage streams has 
led to the silting up of tho valleys. Near the mouths of the 
rivers, therefore, we find superficial deposits with a thickness 'of 
forty, fifty or even sixty feet; but these are largely the result of 
transportation and redeposition; they are secondary and alluvial, 
not truly residual. It will be seen therefore that the present 
thin mantle of residual clays is but a small fraction of the 
entire product of rock decay which the region has suffered; and 
that the work of erosion and transportation has in the long run 
very nearly kept pace with the ·work of rock disintegration. 
Geologists are indebted to Mr. McGee for the revival of the 
term "geest" to designate the residual products resulting from 
the disintegration of rocks in place. 'l'he geest of Allamakee 
county conforms to the rule observed everywhere else-that is, 
it varies in character and composition according to the nature 
of the underlying rocks. The most typical geest is found in 
those parts of the county underlain by the Oneota and the 
Trenton limestones. The decay of the Saint Croix and the 
Saint Peter formations produces a residual soil composed simply 
of incoherent sand. 
The soils underlain by one or the other of the great lime-
stone format}ons is a tenaceous, ferruginous clay, sometimes 
rich enough in ocher to constitute a fair grade of mineral paint, 
. containing in its lower parts imperfectly decayed, highly cor-
roded, iron-stained fragments of limestone, while scattered 
throughout its entire thickness are grains of sand, nodules of 
chert, silicified fossils and whatever else of an insoluble cllar-
acter was contained in the original beds. The geest derived 
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from the Oneota limestone may be studied to advantage at 
Waterville, while that from the Trenton may be seen at numer-
ous points about Waukon. Although the two formations differ 
very greatly in lithological characters, there are no very obvious 
differences in their residual products. The limestone immedi-
ately underlying the geest, palticulal"ly in the Trenton area, is 
usually very much pitted and cO!Toded, and iron-stained to a 
depth of eight or ten or even twenty feet, while the geest is 
found to have insinuated itself into all the pockets and fissures 
and irregular openings of every kind as far at least as there are 
signs of decay. 
The geest, which by itself constitutes a very poor soil for 
agricultural purposes, is after all but one of the elements mak-
ing up the superficial deposits of the county. Everywhere, at 
least in all places from which it has not been subsequently 
removed by erosion, there-occurS:the comparatively recent Pleis-
tocene deposit called loess. The loess rests upon the geest and 
sometimes grades into it imperceptibly. It is thickest in the 
southwestern part of the COllIlty and becomes more scanty 
toward the northeast. The loess was derived chiefly from the 
drift that overspread the greater part of Iowa in the early part 
of the Pleistocene. It may be in part wind-driven dust carried 
from the dried verdureless surface of drift covered plains after 
the retreat of the glaCial ice. Such plains existed only a few 
miles west of Allamakee county. In part the loess may be sedi-
ment deposited from turbid water. However it was carried, and 
however laid down, it differs from geest in being muoh less 
tenaceous, less ferruginous and less highly oxidized. A founda-
tion of geest with a top dressing of loess makes almost the'ideal 
soil, as the magificent crops of the region of which Waukon is 
the center, ,annually testify. When rains are excessive the 
water passes through the porous loess and leaves the surface 
not only in condition for easy cultivation, but for such absorp-
tion of gases and distribution of moisture as best contribute to 
the nourishment of plants. In seasons of drought the geest 
retains moisture which by capillary attraction is hrought up 
within reach of the growing vegetation. 
I 
l 
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Geest and loess make up the upland soils of the county. The 
flood plains of the livers, particularly along the Oneota and its 
tributaries, are occupied by a rich, mellow, alluvial soil of won-
derful fertility. From the mouth of Bear Creek to the Missis-
sippi the Oneota valley, during the spIing and summer months, 
is one great hot bed in which varieties of corn that seldom 
ripen in ordinary situations north of Kansas or Missouri, make 
prodigious growth and easily attain full matmity before the 
advent of the usual autumn frosts. The alluvial deposits of the 
valley from the confluence of Bear Creek to the mouth of the 
Oneota seem even DOW to be increasing in thickness by periodic 
increm!3nts of loam, rich in organic matter, laid down during 
times when the river overflows its flood plain. 
There is no drift, properly speaking, in Allamakee county. 
The loess is to a large exteut a secondary product of the dIift. 
In thesouthwesteru townships there is more or less of overwash 
from the drift margin to the westward. Granitic bowlders 
having a diameter of from two to three feet have by some means 
been carried as far east as Makee township, and fragments of 
crystalline rocks of every size, from the dimensions of the 
largest bowlders observed down to the smallest pebbles, are 
strewn along the main valleys. Even Iron Hill, the highest 
point in the county, bas a soil charged with uumerous small 
pebbles of foreign origin. The high lands therefore as well as 
the valleys received some products of the dIift tbat could only 
have been transported by moviug water; hut aside from the 
loess the drift products constitute a very inconsiderable portion 
of Allamakee soils. 
In connection with the subject of superficial deposits mention 
should be made of certain comparatively recent accumulations 
of rather coarse materials, such as sand and. gravel; that are 
found not only in the principal drainage valleys, but also 
occasionally in those of secondary importance. The materials 
in question are usually stratified. They may take the form of 
ridges, as, for example, the narrow l'idge of stratified sand 
betweon Bear creek and the Oneilta near the confluence of the 
two streams,or they may cling to the valley sides and produce 
well marked ten.,.ce.. The valley of tbe Oneota aiiords tbe 
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best examples of such deposits. 'fheir thickness, measured 
from the level of the flood plain to the flattened summit is from 
fifty to sixty feet. One of these deposits may be seen in a valley 
now carrying a stream of insignificant proportions, just west 
of Lansing. The accumulations under consideration may 
probably all be grouped under the name of postglacial terraces. 
They date doubtless from the time of rapid melting of the ice 
toward the close of the glacial period. The Oneota river at 
this time was somewhat exceptionally situated as compared 
with other streams of the county. The upper part of its drain-
age area was occupied by ice. Immense volumes of water, set 
free by melting, must have taxed the calTying capacity of its 
valley of erosion, and the amount of comminuted rock debris 
passing down to the Mississippi was limited only by the traus-
pOlting power of the stream. In the eddies, and along the 
inner sides of the sev'eral curves of the winding valley, the 
suspended rock detritus was thrown down in large volume; 
and it is the mere shreds and remnants of such accumulations 
that now constitute the terraces under consideration. 
Geological Structure. 
DEFORMATIONS. 
Allamakee county is traversed from southeast to nortbwest 
by what McGee has called the Snymagil anticlinal. The result 
is that many anomalies and surprises are met with in tracing 
the outcrops of strata from point to point along the sides of the 
intricate system of valleys tbat lie in tbe path of this ·fold. 
These anomalies furthermore have been rendered all the more 
puzzling by reason of the fact that the slopes of the sides of the 
anticline are in some places very gentle and at other places they 
are unexpectedly steep, while the phenomena are still further 
complicated by the development of small secondary folds at the 
points tltat have been subiected to· the greatest amount of 
dynamic strain. 
The greatest variation in·the dip of the limbs of the folds 
occurs apparently on the northeast side of the axis, and the 
locality where tho most pronounced anomalies occur, so far as 
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observed, lies throe or four miles cast of 'Yaukoll. For examllle, 
there are several points in the northeast quarter of section 3a 
in Makee township at which the contact of the Saint Peter with 
the Trenton is exposed having an elevation above sea level of 
about 1 200 feet, while less than half a mile to the northeast 
there is a series of exposures along the juncture of the two for-
mations with the altitude 150 feet lower. The exposed layers 
of Trenton above the Saint Peter show a steep inclination to 
the northeast. On the opposite side of the crest tIle strata are 
for a mile or two nearly level and then dip to the southwest at 
the Tate of about thhiy-five feet to the mile. 
There is evidently a well developed synclinal trough along 
the line marking the least altitude of the upper surface of the 
Saint Peter sandstone, for northeast of that line the strata rise 
for a short distance at the rate of seventy-five feet to the mile. 
Within about a mile and a half the dip changes again to nor-
mal. 
The effects of the same anticlinal with its correlated syn-
clinal on the northeast side of the axis are very marked in the 
neighborhood of Quandahl. The anticlinal axis lies a short dis-
tance to the southwest of Quandahl, and hence at the village all 
the strata dip strongly to the northeast. The south side of the 
valley of Bear creek is characterized by ~ horizon of springs 
that issue near the line of contact between the Dneota and the 
Saint Croix. Contrary to experience in palis of the county 
where the dip is normal, there are no springs on the north side 
of the valley. The strata retain their northeast dip until the 
bottom of the synclinal trough is reached. The position and 
direction of this trough would nearly coincide with a line pro-
jected from the northeast corue!' of section 18 through the cen-
ter of section 19 in Waterloo township. N Oliheast of that line 
the dip is to the southwest. At first the rate is forty feet to 
the mile, but faliher from the bottom of the fold the rate per 
·mile is only about twelve feet. 
Many other flexures and departures from the ordinary dip 
were noted, but the purpose for which the survey was prose-
cuted precluded such detailed investigation as would be neces-
sary to determine the direction of the several folds, the amount 
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of departure Irom normal dip, or the extent 01 territory involved 
in each case. It is enough to say that the several strata do 
not lie in planes inclined at a uniform angle, but that they are 
deformed by flexion. and crumpling to an extent hitherto 
unsuspected. Foldings iu Iowa strata may yet have an econ-
omic significance, although no such claim can be made for 
those of Allamakee county. Successful oil and gas wells al'e as 
a rule those only that are drilled along the crests of anticlinal 
folds, and folds in strata that lie higher in the geologic series 
tban those of Allamakee may some time be proved to be pro-
ductive sources of botb oil and gas. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 
In plate one is represented a geological section along a line 
drawn frO)1l New Albin to Postville. The section should be 
read from left to rigbt,. beginning at the top of the plate. The 
numbers refer to the different formations as follows: 
1, Z and 3. S.uNT CROIX SANDSTONE. 
2. Beds equivalent to tho Lawrence limestone of Minnesota. 
3. ,Beds equivalent kI the Jordan sandstone of Minnesota. 
4,5 and 6. ONEOTA LIMESTONE. 
5. Intercalated sandstone beds representing the New Richmond sand-
stone of. Minnesota. 
6. Beds eq~ivalent to the Sha.kopee limestone of Minnesota. 
7. SAINT PETER SANDSTONE. 
8. TRENTON LIMESTONE.. 
9. GALENA LIMESTONE. 
ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
BmLDING STONES. 
All the formations of indurated rocks in Allamakee county 
afford quarry stones that have been employed for building 
purposes. Some ofthese quarry products would be ranked as of 
rather inferior quality, but on the other hand some of the best 
.building stone to be found within the limits of the state occurs 
in Allamakee. 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE I. 
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Saint Croix Sam/stolle.-As already noted there are ueds in 
the Saint Croix sandstone at Lansing, from 100 to 125 feet abovo 
the level of the river, that havo been quaITied for building 
purposes. The quarry beds lie beneath the yellowish, shaly, 
somewhat calcareous, trilobite-bearing layers that are the 
equivalent of the Saint Lawrence limestone of the geologists of 
Uinnesota. TI,e sand of whic\> they are chiefly composed is 
cemented with calcium carbonate, and the fissures that inter-
sect the strata have their sides coated with a thin crust of 
stalagmite. . The same -beds- are- exposed -- at -numerous -points 
west of Lansing and in the Oneota valley. The material they 
afford is fit only for the commonest uses. In goneral it may 
be said that the quaITies in the Saint Croix sandstone have no 
commercial value. -. 
Olleoia. Limestolle.-A few feet above the contact of the Saint 
Croix with theOneota tho dolomite, for a thickness of about 
thirty feet, becomes evenly and regularly bedded, the rock is 
fine grained, and the layers vary from three to thirty-six inches 
in thickness. The value, however, of this portion of the forma-
tion 'as a source of qnarry, stolle is not the same in all parts of 
the. county. At New Albin, Lansing, Harpers FelTY, and 
generally in the eastern pOltion, the beds referred to are worked 
more-or less extensively, but the product wQuld rank only as of 
medium grade. In the northwestern part of the county the 
beds at the same geological level are finer grained, more com-
pact, and are capable of affording material for fine masonry 
unexcelled by any limestone in the Mississippi valley. The 
region in which the quarry stone of the Oneota is best developed 
lies around Dorchester. Topographically it is very rough, and 
at present is inaccessible except by wagon. Quanies have not 
been worked except on a very small scale. Quanying has been 
dono, how~ver, sOIl!ewhat extensively by the natum.I agencies 
of erosion. Great blocks thus detached and precipitated to the 
plain were observed at a number of points. In some cases the 
blocks have split into slabs of varying thickness, with smooth, 
parallel faces ten or fifteen feet in length aud almost as many 
in width. The undecayed condition of these masses after long 
exposure under most unfavorable conditions demonstrates their 
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durability. 'l'herc arc many natura.l exposures affording an 
opportunity to observe the quality of the quarry stono which 
the Queota will some time furnish, among which may be men-
tioned those near the northeast corner of section 16 in Hanover 
township (1'p. 99 N., R. VI W.), those in the southwest quarter 
of section 10, and in the northwest quarter of section 13 in 
Waterloo township ('I'p. 100 N., R. VI W.), and others in section 
18 of Union City township (Tp. 100 N., R. VI W.). (Figure 7). 
Figuro 7. Natural oxposuro of Oncota lImestono northeast-of Dorchester. 
With only a few exceptions, the Oneota limestone above the 
beds desclibed occurs in massive layers not easily quaniod, and 
the rock is too coal~e and vesicular to be of any value except 
for the roughest kinds of masonry. Near the summit of the 
formation, as already described, occurs the intercalated beds of 
sandstone that represent the New Richmond sandstone of Min-
nesota and Wisconsin. The sand gmins are cemented by sec-
ondarily deposited silica which gives to these beds an important 
element of durability. The beds break readily into prismatic 
blocks. The stone would be valuable were it not that the aggre-
gate thickness of the beds is too small to justify their being 
worked except by the simplest and most inexpensive methods. 
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They may from time to time supply local needs on a small 
scale, 
Thc Saini Petcr SltIu/siolic is in general an ullcemeuted muss 
of quartzose sand. It is too inchoherent as a rule to he consid-
ered as a building stone. Nc\'ertheless that'o al'O a (ow expos-
ures in which silica deposited (rom solution, 01' iron oxide carried 
into the mass by infiltration from above, has commlidated the 
beds sufficiently to justify their use for huilding purposes. 
·Where iron oxide is the cementing agent the beds lLrc curiously 
strealwd and mottled, bright red and nea.rly llUl'e white llatches 
being intermingled in ways most fantastic and irregular. Such 
an exposure is found near the middle of the south half of sec-
tion 27 in Makee township (Tp.98 N., II. VI W.), about three 
miles east of Waukon. An exposure affording an illustration 
of Saint Peter sandstone consolidated by siliceous cement 
occurs in the Nw. ie, Sw. qr., sec. 14, Tp. 96 N., R. V W., where 
tbe sandstone stands in vertical cliffs thirty 01' forty feet in 
heig~t, and in some cases weathers into angu1ar massive 
blocks so piled together as to resemble titanic masonry_ 'rhere 
are numerous other similar exposures, but those mentioued will 
senTe respectively as types of their kind. 
'l'rclIion Llmestolle.-The quarry stone afforded by the Tren-
ton limestone is so variable in quality as to make it difficult to 
characterize it. A small proportion of it is very excellent, a 
large portion is exceedingly poor and unreliable. At no place 
can a quarry be opened tlIat will all'ord material uniformly 
good. In an exposure of fifteen or twenty feet there may be a 
single layer, eight or ten inches in thickness, that has tbe qual-
ities desired in a building stone, while all the rest is worthless. 
Above the thin shale bed that rests on the Saint Peter, and 
which marks everywhere the base of the Trenton, there are 
from fifteen to twenty-five feet of rather thick-bedded, yellowish 
limestone resembling dolomite-the Lower Bull' beds of tho 
",Visconsin geologists, These beds are exposed about two miles 
below Waukon in the valley of Paint creek. They are seen on 
the land of John Fossum in Prairie Creek township (Tp. 97 N., 
R. IV W., sec. 6, Sw. qr.). The exposure affording the most 
massive beds was seen near the southwest cornel' of the Se. 1, 
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Sw. q .... sec.lO .• TIl. 96 N .• R. VW. Here tho laycrsare cOInpact. 
more than two feet in thickness, and would furnish good mate-
ria.l for bridge piers and similar heavy work. While the "Lower 
Buff beds" of the 'frenton have the desired element of dU111biliy 
their texture disqualifies thein for use except in any but the 
rougher kinds of masonry. 
About seventy-five feet above the base of the Trenton there 
are beds that are quanied somewhat extensively near Waukon 
as well as at other points ill tho portions of the county covered 
by this formation. The layers here are fine grained. dark gray 
or slate in color; but they have the disadvantage of being thin. 
and many of them break UP. fi .. st along the planes of lamination 
and then into small angular pieces, on exposure to the weather. 
With proper selection excellent building material may be 
obtained. but it olten necessitates the handling and discarding 
of an immense amount of. rubbish. Quarries a .. e also worked 
on a small scale north of Postville within a hundred feot of the 
top of the formation. but it may be said that. as a whole. the 
Trenton limestone of Allamakee county will novor be com-
mercially important as a source of building stone. 
The Galena Limestone of ~llamakee county affords no quarry 
stone. altbough only a short distance south of the Claytou-
Allamakee line the towns of Monona and Luana are supplied 
with excellont material for ordinary local needs from this 
formation. 
ORNAMENTAL STONES. 
Cetiain compact layers of the Trenton limestone. made up 
largely of fragments of bmchiopods and bryozoans cemented 
with what was originally fine calcareous mud. are capable of 
taking a fine polish and have been used to a limited extent in 
making table tops. mantles. fancy paper weights and other 
o~jects for indoor decomtioll, in the manufacture of which 
marble ml1y be employed. All the pores and interstices of the 
Oliginal rock and its contained fossils have been filled with 
infiltrated calcite.: There is usually quite a difference in the· 
shades and gradations of color between the ground mass and 
the embedded fossils; but on the whole the effect is very pleas-
illg anq it is quite possible that the manufacture of polished 
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st{)ne for decorative purposes may become an importaut 
industry. The beds most suitable for grinding and polishing 
occur as rather thin layers of very fossiliferous limestono 
embedded in blue clay. They begin about forty feet above the 
base of the formation, and occur, sometimes at rather short 
intervals, through a thickness of twenty·five or thirty feet. 
Good exposures may be found in the washes and gullies on 
section 8, and a.lso nBRr the center of section 19, of Makes 
township. The same beds are exposed about the middle of the 
east line of section 18 in Waterloo township. Indeed, owing to 
the remarkable topography of the county, there is scarcely a 
section occupied by Trenton limestone that does not afford 
exposures of the fosssiliferous slabs under consideration. 
LIMES. 
Allamakee county abounds in limestone, and lime has been 
made on a small scal!) at a great many localities. The best 
lime is that made from the Oneota dolomite. The massive 
vesicular, most completely dolomitized beds near the middle of 
tbe formation, are best adapted to the manufacture of lime. It 
is from these that the Waterville lime is made, the work of 
lime burning having been carned on here for several years by 
Mr. O. C. Frok. Six or seven kilns are burned annually and 
there are from three to four hundred bushels in each kiln. The 
quality of the lime is good and a much larger product wonld 
find a ready market. Lime made from the Trenton limestone 
is regarded with little favor. A few small, hastily constructed 
kilns have been built within the Trenton area to supply imme-
diate local needs, but none of tbem bave been operated con-
tinuously for any considerable lengtb of time. The Oneota of 
Allamakee county is capable of affording material for the 
manufacture of a high grade of lime in quantities sufficient to 
supply an empire. 
HYDRAULIC LIME AND CEMENT. 
Limestones containing from ten to twenty per cent of clay 
may furnish a quality of lime that has the property of setting 
under water, If th JimestQne is mal;lnesian, that is, if part 01 
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tho calcium cai'bonato bas been replaced by- magnesium car-
bonate, a smaller amount of clay willue sufliciel1t to impart 
hydraulic p"oportics to tho lime. Many portions of the '['ren-
ton limestone arc more or less a.rgilla.ceous, and samples might 
be easily selected that, on aualysis, would show the proper 
a.dmixture of silimt, alumina, iron, and calcium and magnesium 
carbonates to make a good water lime, but the difficulty would 
be in fiuding a sufficiently large body of limestone of uniform 
quality at anyone place to justify thc outlay necessary to begin 
the work of manufacturing: One exception may- be made to 
this statement. The" Lower Buff beds," that rest on the basal 
shale of the Trenton, have a thickness of from fifteen to twenty 
feet; they are fairly· uniform in quality; if one may judge from 
chemical analysis alone, these beds would furnish a good 
hydraulic lime. Silica, alumina, iron, and magnesium carbon-
ate are. present in essentially the same proportions as in rocks 
from which hydraulic cement has succes~lully been made. 
CLAYS. 
The clays 01 Allamakee county may be divided into three 
divisions, namely, loess, residual clays 01' geest, and clays of 
primary origin, or shales, that were laid down as part of the 
original sedimentary terrains. Some phases of the loess in the 
southwestern part of the county are suitable for the manufac-
ture of ordinary brick. It is seldom that a sufficient body of 
gBest is present at any given point to make it commercially 
important. The clays deposited as part of the original sedi-
ments are found in all the formations except the Saint Peter 
sandstone. Some are of excellent quality and well adapted to 
the manufacture of the better grades of pottery. Most of them 
are of little importance on account of the fact that the beds 
am too thin to support manufactures on any profitable scale. 
In the Sw. t, Ne. qr., sec. 9, Tp. 100 N., R. IV W., there 
is exposed in a road cutting a bed of light colored shale belong-
ing to the Saint Croix sandstone. The geological position of 
the bed is about two hundred feet below the summit of the 
J0l1llntion, A thin bed of gritty shale occurs near the top of 
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the Dneota, but the Saint Croix and Dneoia shales, so far as 
observed, do not require further notice. 
Clays, valuable so far as quality is concerued, but often 
commercially lInimpodant by reason of tho thinness of the 
deposits, occur at different lo\'els in the tllrcntolllimcstone. At 
the very base of the 'llrenton, resting directly OIl tho Saint 
Peter sandstone, is a bed of clay about six feet in thickness. At 
many of its exposures this clay is of Vel'y excellent quality. 
It is overlain by the rather massive la.yers of the "Lower Buff 
beds" of the 'llrenton, and could therefore be easily mined to a 
limited extent. By a proper selection of localities material for 
the manufacture of pottery, paving bdck, tile and a number of 
other clay products might eMily be obtained. The exposures 
of this basal shale are very numerous. It may be seen at all 
points along the exceedingly sinuous line that marks the con-
tact.of the Saint Peter with the Trenton. It is exposed on the 
road leading north from Waukon on both sides of Village creek. 
In the valley of Paint creek, about two miles below Waukon, it 
appears at the surface. The best example of this clay for use 
in making pottery was seen in the Sw.}, Sw. qr., sec. 8, Tp. 
98 N., R. V W., in the valley of a tdbutary of Silver creek. 
But the exposures are too numerous to be mentioned in detail . 
. This clay bed is one of the most persistent members of the 
Trenton and may be studied equaily well within. a short dis-
tance of the Iowa~Minnesota line in Waterloo township, near 
the southern limit of the county in Linton township, 01' at the 
eastern extremity of the narrow tongue of Trenton, that lies 
along the summit of the Lansing ridge (Tp. 99 N., R. IV W., 
sec. 29, Se. qr., Se. 1). 
Another shale-bearing hOl"izon begins about forty feet above 
the base of the Trenton and continues through a thickness of 
thirty feet, but while some of the clay is of supedor quality and 
suited to a vadety of purposes, the shale lies in rather thin beds 
interstratified with highly fossiliferous limestone. SOIDe of the 
clay beds are rendered useless by reason of the additional fact 
that they contain fossil corals, bryozoans, and calcareous nodules 
in. co~sideraple abundance and more or less evenly distributed. 
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A third clay-bearing horizon in the Trenton occurs near the 
summit of the formation. Thls is perhaps the most important 
commercially, for the body of workable clay is in some cases 
from ten to twenty feet in thickness. Exposures of the upper 
clays are found in the southeast quarter of section 20 of Post 
township, about two miles north of Postville, and other.expos-
ures occur wherever the undulating surface intersects this same 
gcological plane in the hillsides south of Yellow river. This 
clay is not worked in Allamakee, but at Clermont in Fayette 
county it haS been utilized for many years in the manufacture 
of drain tile and cream-colored brick of excellent quality. 
The only clay products at present manufactured in the 
county are ,ordinary building brick made from the' loess and 
geest at Waukon, Messrs. A. N, and N. H. Peck have operated 
a brick yard at this point for a number of years. For the last 
ten years the average annual output has been about 300,000; in 
1894 the product reached about 600,000. The bricks are made 
with a two-horse power .. Quaker" machine having a daily 
capacity of 20,000. The machine, however, is not worked to its 
full capacity. With stsam power and a force of seven men and 
two boys the output while operating is only about 10,000 daily. 
SANDS. 
Glass 8alla.----Sands suitable for the manufacture of window 
glass, plate glass, table glassware and the like are found abuD-
dantly in the Saint Peter sandstone, It is true that the larger 
part of this formation is streaked and otherwise stained with 
iron oxide, but certain portions of the beds, capable of supply-
ing many carloads annually for an indefinite period, are pure 
and white as pulverized rock crystal, and well adapted to the 
manufacture of a high grade of glass, The pure white quartzose 
material seen in the sand pit on the farm of Mr. James Dough-
erty (Tp. 99 N., R. V W., Se. qr., Se. !) affords It good illustra-
tion of the quality of the glass sands that occur at numerouS 
, points throughout thls county. It is characteristic of the whiter 
portions of the Saint Peter sandstone that they are so loose 
and incoherent that they may be excavated with a shovei 
almost as easily as a modern bed of dry river sand. ' 
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Buildiu!! SalUl.-lJotlt the Saint Croix and the Saint Peter 
sandstones arc in places easily excavated, and the material has 
been used as building sand. Tlte supply is unlimited and tlte 
distribution so geneml that vel"}' few portions of the county are 
very far removed from available sand pits. The sand from tlte 
formations :Qamed is usually too fine, when used alone, to make 
the best grade of mortar; but when mixed with a certain pro-
portion of coarse river sand it serves an excellent purpose. 
mONo 
Htwllatite alld Limollite.-:-The geest resulting from the decay 
of the Trenton and OU60ta limestones is rich in iron oxide. It 
also often contains hodules and masses of impure clayey_limon-
FJgure 8. Iron Ore Pit at. Iron Dill. 
ito or hrematite; bnt in general the amount of iron is too small 
to have any commercial significance. ~here are, however, two 
or three points within the Trenton area at which ore, partly true 
hmmatite and partly the hydrated form called limonite, occurs 
in considerable amount! and may some time be worked ~t a 
profit. The ore heds are on the higJiest points near Waukon, 
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the principal body occurring at Iron hill in section 17 of Makee 
township (Tp. 98 N., R. V W). Ore here exists in the form of 
large concretionary boulder-like masses mixed with ocherous 
clay. Some of the concretions disintegmte more or less, so 
that the interstices are often filled with a granular ocher, con-
sisting of hoomatite with some admixture of clay. This could 
be easily separated by washing and would serve excellently for 
mineral paint. Pits have been opened at various points to test 
the quality and depth of the deposit, the results indicatiug that 
the ore beds have a thickness of from twenty-five to forty feet. 
Another body of ore occurring in Makee township is found 
on .. very prominent outlook in the southeast quarter o{section 
27. Ore also is found in Paiut Creek township, near the north-
west corner of section 6. The ore body at Iron hill is, however, 
the one that is most likely to become commercially valnable. 
Ail already noted the beds of ore that bave attmcted atten-
tion all lie on bigh points--'the highest, indeed, in the entire 
connty. They are all underlain by from fifty to a hnndred feet 
of Trenton limestone, with the exception that, on the south 
side of Iron bill, the ore comes down So as partly to overlap the 
Saint Peter sandstone.' 
At all points mentioned the ore is a comparatively thin 
veneer lying over the hill top. The genera!" trend of the ore-
capped ridges is east and west. The relation of the ore to the 
ridge is unsymmetrical, for the thickest part of the body is 
south of the summit, and the distance below the summit to 
which it. descends is greater on the southern than on thil north-
ern slopes. 
Like the geest the hoomatite was originally a constituent 
PaIt of the sedimentary strata tbat have disappeared from tlie 
region through the combined action of erosion and the agents 
concerned in producing rock disintegration and decay. Unlike 
*NOTE.-In the Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa, Elct"enth Annual 
Report of the United States Geologieal Survey, p. 5t8, McGee apeaks of the iron 
are three miles northeast of Waukon as if It were 80 pa.rt of the residuum result· 
iog from tbe decomposition of Onoota limestone. At all the points where these 
deposits occur the Oneota terrain lies deepJy buricd out of sight. more than a 
hundred feet below 'tho level of the ore beds, and could have contributed nothing 
to the residua.l products ~ting OD- the surfuce, 
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the geest, however, it is not a true residual ,product, but is rather 
a result of secondary processes whereby the·felTuginous material 
normally present in .the geest has been collected and massed 
together at a few favored points. Iron hill, the highest emi-
nence in the county, has by far the largest body of ore. The 
amounts present at the other points observed are less; and the 
least important ore body is on a hill that is lower than either of 
the other two. The relation is doubtless largely accidental, but 
at first sight there would seem to be some connection between 
altitude and the conditions favoring the concentration of the 
hrnDlatite. A possible explanation of the facts observed will 
. be given fmiher on. . 
That the are beds here discussed are not primary products of 
rock decay in place, but that some secondaTY process of COll-
centration must be taken into account in explaining their 
origin, will be obvious from a few considerations. First the 
thickness of the strata romoved by solution and erosion from 
the summit of Iron hill is probably about 800 feet. It cannot, 
on any reasonable supposition, be more than 1,000 feet. The 
position of the Niagara escarpment west of the Turkey river, 
as well as tbe position of the Niagara outlier at Williams 
qualTy in the northeastern corner of Fayette county, would 
indicate that the whole region, probably as far as New Albin 
to the nortbeast, was originally overlain by the Niagara lime-
stone. Making a liberal estimate of the thickness of the 
original strata, the beds removed from thc top of Iron hill 
since the sea retreated from Allamakee county would stand "-" 
follows: 
FEET. 
Nio.go.~ limestono __ _______ ~ ______________________ ______ 250 
1tlaquokota sh81eB _______________________________________ 100 
GBlonalimestono __________________________ . _____________ 2r,o 
Trenton limostono _" _________ ___________________________ ~ 200 
Total ______________________ .. _. ______ . ______ ." ____ 800 
These estimates are all probably somewhat too large, but 
allowing them to stand, aud allowing, which is quite improba-
hie, that the sea stood over the region uutil two hundred feet 
of Devonian strata_ had been deposited, we would then have a 
thousand feet of sediments removed in bringing the surface 
dowll to the' level of'the highest divides. Now the amount of 
iron oxide in a thousand feet of strata is I\ltogether insufficient 
to account for such a body of brematite as occurs on Iron hill, 
even supposing that none of it had been carried away by the 
streamlets that have ever been at work removing the clays and 
all other constituents of the geest. According to analyses made 
by Whitney, Emory arid others, the amount of iron oxide that 
could possihly be furnished by the Niagara, Maquoketa, Galena 
and Trenton be.ds would be less than one per cent of the mass. 
In one thousand feet of such strata the ferruginous constituent 
might be sufficient, let us say, to make a layer of hrematite ten 
feet in thickness, provided nOllB of it were lost in connection 
,vith the processes of erosion during the long ages requisite to 
bring about the solution and decay of such a volume of sedi-
ments.Now in the first place the main body of hrematite is in 
places more than three times ten feet in thickness, while in the 
second place it is highly improbable, indeed it is practically 
impossible, that the iron oxide alone, of all the residual pro-
ducts, should escape the destructive and translative effects of 
flowing surface waters. Elsewhere the amount of iron oxide , 
in the geest is but a mere fraction of that which was present 
in the beds of sediments that have suffered decay. The adjacent 
portions of the county, with their ferruginous geest, illustrate 
the ordinary conditions of the residual products, such residua 
being the normal resultant of the combined action of all the 
dynamic agents that have been at work on the strata of the 
region since first it was elevated above the level of the sea. 
The hrematite of Iron hill is indicative of some unusual activi-
ties and conditions. What these activities and.conditions were 
cannot now be absolntely demonstrated; but in the absence of 
positive knowledge we are jnstified in relying on legitimate 
inference, and there are certain possibilities that may appropri-
ately be considered. By procesSes well known to the chemist 
and mineralogist iron oxide is leached out of soils and concen-
trated in bogs and marshes as a result of chemical reactions 
taking place between decomposing organic matter-usually 
vegetable tissues~and the ferric oxide in _contact with which 
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decomposition takes place. The processes ha ye been so well 
set forth by so many writers that the details need not be here 
repeated. 
, Ever since the process of rock decay began over Allamakee 
county the geest has been highly ferruginous and capable of 
serving, as a source of supply, to agents concerned in the accu-
mulation of iron ore. During the greater part of the time 
since the Carboniferous period the surface of the county has 
been covered with a rank growth of vegetation, mostly aboreal, 
which, falling and decaying in countless successive generations, 
furnished a second essential for ore concentration. An imper-
fectly drained area, or marsh, of sufficient extent, constant as 
to position for a considerable period of time, and receiving the 
ground water from many square miles of adjacent territory 
that rises in very gentle slopes, is the only requisite conditiou 
remaining. Such a marsh we may assume existed in the lati-
tude and longitude of Iron hill at some time during the long 
periods required for the removal of the eight hundred feet of 
sediments that have been stripped off from the whole territory 
we are discussing above the level of the summit on which the 
ore now lies. The diagram (Fig. 9), shows the probable succe.· 
sionof conditions which have 
brought about the presentre-
lation of ore to topographic 
forms. -The beds, d-d, are 
the Niagara, Maquoketa, Ga-
lena arid Trenton strata that 
have been bodily removed 
from many hundreds of 
square miles by the slow pro- Flgllre 9. Ideal Section thl'Ough Iron Hill. 
cesses of solution and mechanical erosion. The line e-e, is the 
profile through the supposed marsh into which the iron was car-
ried after· being, reduced to the soluble coudition through the 
agency of decomposing vegetable matter. In this marsh the iron 
was reoxidized and precipitated in the condition in which we now 
find it. The accumulated ore served to protect the underlying 
strata, but solution and .erosion proceeded to reduce the level 
of all the surrounding area, until finally the marsh was drained. 
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Even after the draining of the marsh the degradation of the 
adjacent territory proceeded without interruption, while the 
protective deposit of iron ore effectually preserved the small 
area it covered. In time the profile was changed to that repre-
sented by 9-9. The bed a, represents Saint Peter sandstone, b the 
unremoved portion of the Trenton, and c the body of ore that 
accumulated in the long vanished ,marsh. At f is the channel 
and valley of Village creek, cut down into the Saint Peter sand-
stone. The fact that the ore is more abundant on the southern 
than on the northern sides of the hills is douhtless due to the 
fact that southward facing slopes recede more rapidly than 
others, being more exposed to attacks by agents of erosion. At 
present the southern exposures are destitute of forest growth, 
while slopes facing to the north are clothed with trees and 
other protective vegetation. Thawing and freezing and- other 
alternations of temperature'affect the hill sides that look south-
'ward more seriously than the others, and so the destructive 
forces are eating under the protective cap of iron ore more 
rapidly on the southern than on the northern side, with the 
'effect that the ore body is no longer symmetrical with reference 
to the hill. 
Professor G. E. Patrick, chemist of the Survoy, reports upon 
three fairly average samples of Allamakeecounty ores as fol-
lows: 
"Samplo No. 275-Iron orB from Iron Hill, Allilmakee county. 
Iron, 54.32 per cont. 
Sulphur, none. 
PhosphoI'u!!, 1.30. 
The phosphorous is in the form oipbosphate: P2 0 11=2.97 per cent. 
. The ore is Limonite or Brown Hrematite (hydrated sesqui-oxide of iron.)" 
"Sam})le No. 278--Iron oro from near Waukon. (Iron bill.) 
~~~h~~,9:~~r cent. 
Phosphorous, .503, 
The phosphorous is in the form of phosphate: P2 0 11=1.15 per cent. 
The oro is Hrematite (anhydrons sesqui-oxide of iron)." 
"SUmpl6 No. 279---Iron ore from southeast of Waukon. (From section 6 
of Paint Creek township.) 
Iron, 58.680 per cent-. 
Sulphur, none. 
Phosphorous, 1.15. 
The phosphorous is in the form of phosphate: P 2 0 11=.262 per cent. 
Tho ore is Limonite or Drown Hromatit.o {hydrated sesqui·oiide or iron)." 
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At present the nearest shipping point to Iron Hill is Wau-
kon, which would necessitate a wagon haul of three miles. 
This fact, coupled with conditions that render iron properties 
of the highest grade practically valueless, makes it now impos~ 
sible to handle these ores with any profit. 
)IINERAL PAINT. 
The residual product, or geest, resulting from the decay of 
the Trenton and Oneot. limestone is everywhere highly 
charged with oxide of iron. The rich color which the iron 
imparts to the clay has led in some places to the popnlar belief 
that the whole body of local geest is practically a deposit of 
mineral paint. While in general the geest contains too much 
clay to justify the belief refelTed to, it" is yet true that many 
somewhat limited podions of it are sufficiently ocherous to 
mak~ it sujtable for use in painting barns and other structures 
where efficiency and durability are the chief qualities desired. 
Paint creek receives its name from the paint-like chal""cter of 
the red ocherous geest that abounds at different points along 
its valley, notably near Waterville and Waukon. The chief 
source of matBlial for paint in the county and the one that may 
be worked for this purpose with reasonable prospect" of profit, 
is the red, powdery, interstitial filling between the concretions 
of hrematite on Iron hilI. At all events this source might be 
operated ·with profit if there was auy paying market for the 
iron are. 
LEAD. 
Galella 01" Galellile.-Ever since the settlement of the county 
there has been a prevalent impression tbat large bodies of lead 
ore exist in the Oneota limestone and only await discovery t() 
confer undedermined wealth on tbe fortunate ]Jrospector. 
There is also a tradition tbat tbe Indi.ns were familiar with the· 
location of-some of these ore bodies, and were in the habit of 
resorting to them pBliodicaIIy to supply tbemselves with lead. 
While is is true that the Oneota, like other great beds of dol-
omite, is a lead-bealing rock, it may be said at once that it can 
not be counted among the important sources of supply for this. 
mineral. 
80 n~p 
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Afore or less of galena of very excellent quality may be 
found iu all the valleys cut in the Oneol<, limestone. In erod-
ing the Yalley. the mineral was weathered outof pockets in the 
dolomite. Pockets and crevices containing ,galena are often 
lllet with in working quarries in the formation. Some of these 
have been brought to hght by systematic prospecting, but with 
one excepUon the mineral has not been found in sufficient 
quantities to pay the expense of mining it. With the single 
known exception refelTed to the galena of t.he Oneota occurs 
in small pockets or fissures, a few inches wide, and at most 
from a few feet to a yard or two in length. There are no regu-
lar crevices, and the prospector finds after penetrating a· short 
<listance from the-face of the bluff that the rock around the 
mineral bearing ca\rities is solid and not decomposed by weath-
·ering. Theworkof mining, therefore. is difficult andthe reward 
:meager and uncertain. 
In the valley of Mineral creek, a small stream that enters 
:the Oneota nearly opposite the mouth of Bear creek (Figure 10), 
Figure IIJ. Canyon aud blulfs of theOneota riYer at thll mout!; ot)Uneral creek. 
]nining was prosecuted with a great deal of vigor a number of 
years ago. About a hundred thousand pounds of mineral, it is 
'Claimed, were taken out, the town of New Galena was built, 
and thera were Iwpe3 that au important mining center was 
about to be developed. But the absence of true cl .. vices that 
_could be followed with ease and celi:ainity, the hardness o! the 
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unuecayed l'Ock and consequent difficulty of mining; and the 
small size of the mineral bodies when they were discovered, led 
to discouragement and gellelnl abandonment of the enterprise, 
The town of New Galena has disappeared and with it have 
gone most of the miners that came into the Ilictui'esque little 
valley in search of fortune; but a few hopeful prospectors 
remain, and, undeterred by the results of past efforts, continue 
to burrow in the hillsides in the hope always that to-day will 
certainly hring better luck than any of the days that have thus 
far come and gone. There is enough mineral to make the 
prospect seem good and to keep hope fully alive, but nm-or 
enough adequately to pay for the labor and expense'im'oh-ed 
in finding it. In the 'aggregate the Oneota limestone doubtless 
holds a large amount of lead ore, but past experience offers lit-
tle encouragement to men to abandon other industries and 
spelld tiule and mOlley ill the search for paying hodies of snch 
o1'e in this particular formation. 
'l'he mines of the Lansing Mining and Smelting Company 
constitute the exception already noted. These are located 
about six miles nOlthwest of Lansing (Tp. 99 N., R. IV W., sec. 
10, Nw. qr., E. fl. They were discovered by CaEtain J. R 
Turner who is 110W serving as superintendent of the mining 
company. The ore occurs in a uort.h and south Cl'erice that 
has been prospected and found to contaiu mineral in paying 
quantities for a distance of 1,200 feet. The ,-eliical dimensions 
of the crevice are not known, hut are not less than se,"enty-fi.Ye 
feet. The sheet of mineral is about three inches in thickness, 
but the cre,"ice, since the lead ore was deposited, bas been 
widened by the decay of the wall rock, and the sl,"ce thus 
added is filled with a residual product that is practically the 
same as geest, namely, ferruginous clay with partly decomposed 
nodules of chett. The ore, when first deposited, was evidently 
the lead sulphide, but the ground waters carrying carbon diox-
ide and organic acids have largely decomposed the sulphide 
and changed it superficially to lead carbonate. It is probable 
that the lead was deposited in the crevice early in geological 
time, celtainly not later than the earlier Cenozoic, for e,"ery~ 
thing abont the wall rock, the ore body itself, and the residual 
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material filling the space that has been added throngh the 
effects of agents of decompositioll and decay, all indicate the 
lapse of long periods of time since the galena was collected 
from the sUJTounding mass of dolomite and deposited in what 
was at the time a very llalTOW crevice. 
Captain Turner is confident that the Oneota liinestone COII-
tains other crevices as productive as the one on which his com-
pauy is now operating; and there is no reason to doubt the 
con-ectness of his position except the fact that this is tbe only 
true lead-bearing crevice thus far found in this formation. 
Otbers probably will be found in time, but tbus far tbe region 
adjacent to the mine under consideration has not been very 
thoroughly prospected. . 
Tbe decomposition of the wall rock and widening of the 
crevice makes it possible to follow and remove the sheet of ore 
with little necessity for blasting.. The vertical position of the 
crevice renders little timbering necessary, and whatever timbers 
are needed are readily supplied by forests on adjacent portions 
of "the company's property. No pumping is required in operat-
ing the mine, for the Oueota limestone is ~ingulal'ly free from 
undergl'ound channels; the nearest water-bearing horizon is 
that which lies about a hundred feet below the upper limit of 
the Saint Croix sandstone. The mine, therefore, is dry, tbe 
work being in no way impeded by the presence of water. In 
June, 1893, a hundred tons of are bad been taken out and were 
lying on the dumps ready for shipment. A letter from Hon. 
James H. Trewin, president of the mining company, states that 
dlll'ing the winter of 1893-4 the mines were worked constantly, 
employing ten men, and that about 250,000 pounds of ore were 
raised. 'I'he machinery for mising tbe ore is the simple wind-
lass operated by hand power. The total amount of ore mined 
and pi'epared for market up to December, 1894, was 500,000 
pounds, and the value of the output at present market rates is 
about 810,000. 
'Vhile the Oneota limestone is the lead-producing, and, in 
general, the lead-bearing rock of Allamakee county, some ore 
bodies al'e occasionally found in' the underlying Saint Croix 
sandstone. The Saint Croix lead ore was doubtless deposited 
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by descending waters that hecame charged with salts of lead 
while passing through tIle Oneot. limestone aud reached the 
Saint Croix before the sulphide was I)reciI)itated. Concerning 
one of these deposits very recently worked on the Lansing 
company's In'operty, Mr. 'rrewin writes: "'Ve took several 
thousand pounds hom the Potsdam (Saint Croix) sandstone, but 
there does not seem to be much yield in that form.tion." The 
Ore body of the Saint CI'oix, referred to by Mr. 'frewin, lay in a 
fissure in the sandstone immediately beneath tIle lead-bearing 
~ crevice of the Oneota from which the Lansing lUilli!lg and. 
Smelting Company have takenpractically ... all the ore thudar' . 
produced. It occUlTed at the riorth end of the mine, where a· 
ravine cuts transversely to the crevice, and all the ore cont,ained 
in the sandstone was found within a hundred feet of the face 
of the bluff. 
Analyses made by Professor G. E. Patrick sho\\~ 'that the lead' 
ores of Allamakee county, like those generally of the Upper. 
Mississippi Lead Region, contain little or no silver. A sample; 
from the La,nsing company's mine, quite thoroughly coated. 
externally with carbonate, .contained 77.58 percent of lead, ~ 
while a~ specimen of pure sulphide from the site of the old 
mines near N e~ Galena, analyzed 86.6 per cent. 
ZINC. 
Zinc carbonate (smithsonite) occurs occasionally in tlle res-
idual detritus at the foot of cliffs of Oneota limestone. No 
bodies of this ore were seen ill place, but there.is no doubt that 
like the lead ore, it was derh'ed hy weathering frol11 pockets 
and openillgs in tho dolomite. A samlJle from Mineral creek 
analyzed by Professor Patrick, showed 46.08 per cent of metalic 
zinc. 
WATER POW"ERS. 
Al\amakee county is generously sup]llied with cascades and 
with streams having channels descending at a comparatively 
high angle, so that water powers in large numbers, with head 
ranging from ten to ninety feet, might easily be ohtained. 
Along the head waters of the streams. that are tribut"'')' to the 
maiu drainage courses, the channels are yet far from being cut 
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down to base level, and it is upon such streams that water 
powers might be obtained with very little labor. Springs with 
sufficient volume of water to make them important as a source 
of power, issue at many points from the sides of bluffs, and the 
resulting streams fall in a series of cascades sometimes as much 
as a hundred feet in a compal1ltively sholt distance. The cas-
cades at ])evil's Den (figure 11) and at Pinney's spring (figure 12) 
FiguJ'!lll. The waterfall at" Devll's Den." 
have already bee'll described, and are typical of what Deem's at 
scores of localities within the county. But little has yet been 
done in utilizing the numberless sources of energy with which 
the county is so bountifully provided, but the time is celiaiuly 
coming when a wider application of electricity to domestic and 
commercial uses will make all the possible water powers mOl'B 
valuable to the county thau beds of coal. 
~Ir. J. G. Ratcliffe has compiled the following table showing 






NAME Ot" OWNER. POST·OFFICE. KIND OF MILL. 
--------1-----1-------
APPROXI- AP1'HOXI' 
LOCA'l'ION. MATE l'.rA'l'E FALL IN HOltS:!!: 
~~I------
Myron ••• _.,. Yellow river ... Abro.tn Hu.rt. .... POlltvlllo , __ . Gl'1st ._______ 14 lU Soc,' 3, Pl)!lt'l'p. 
Manubostm' .. Yellow rivm<._ .• _____ ••• ___ • __ ,. __ • ___ • _____ •• G1'ist _,_._ •• " 1.0 
F01'OHt • __ .... Yellow river ... Wm.' "\Verhalll ... I!~orest Mills. Gdst and saW 
Volney ___ .". Yellow rivol' ••• Aug'st 'fangamu.n Volney ____ •. Gril'it and saw 
Bueklund __ .. Yollow rIver •• , E. L. Cahoon __ .. Buckland ___ • Grist and saw 
[on ------.--.IYollOW river .• , Doehler & Kean .. Ion ~_~. _____ • Grist' _______ _ 
Watel'villo __ Paint crook ___ . V. H. Stevens ___ • Waterville .. _ Grist and ,!laW 
BIulr Spl'ing8ipalnt crook. __ • Michael Hu.as. __ • Watorvillo. __ Grist und saw 
Bu,glo _. _____ Village creek .• Alex, Deratnoro •• VillagoCreokGrist .,. ___ .. 
Unlon. ____ ... Villu.go crook., August Doohler .• Village CreokGrist _. ____ • 
Capoll _______ Villu.o\to creck .. Joseph Doehlel' __ Village Crook Grist· ______ .. 
. Woolen , __ .,. Villago creek •• C, O. Howard:. __ Waukon • ____ Woolen Iaet~y 
Centonnlu.l __ • Vl1la~ crcok .• I"l'eu Doehler._ •. Village Croek Gl'ist _ •• '_'" 
Keplcl"tI ----.ILanslng creek. -- Kopler ___ . Lan~ing. ____ . GI'ist ___ ._ ... 
Hanoy'~. __ . __ LlLnsing crook. Peter Lu.rl:!on. __ • Lansing ___ .' Grist _______ . 














IIil't'tI •••• ___ li'l'uneh creok._ Hil't estate._,. ___ French Creek GI'lst _' •• "" 12 
:MaeMllIan's _FI·ctlChcl'eek •.. C, Mll,cMillan .. _.I"l'ench Creek Grlst ______ •. 15 
DoNhollwr. WatOl'loo erDOklJ, LangcnbllCh ... Dorchester __ . Grist .... _ .. _ 
Quanutl.hl. __ • Bou.I' cl'ook. ____ Potor QUllndubL. Quanduh't .... Grist and saw 
"15 
15 













Seo. 5, Franklin '.rp: 
Sec. 1:1, Fl'u.nkUn Tp. 
Sec. HI, Linton '1'p. 
Sec. 24, Fairview 1'r. 
Soc. 22. Paint C. Tp. 
Soc, 31, Taylor 'l'p. 
Sec. H, Contel' 'l'p. 
Scc. 13, Cent~r Tp. 
Soc, 18, LaFayet.te 'rp. 
Sec. 18, LaFayette '1'p . 
Soc. 7, LuFu.yottc Tp. 
Sec. 30, Lansing 'fp. 
Sec. 30, Luntling 'l'p. 
Soc. 23, Luntling Tp. 
12 Sec. 11, French C. Tr· 
16 Sec. 2, French C. Tr, 
111 ~ Isee, 2+, Wu,terloo 'l'p. 
15 Sec. 30, Waterloo Tp. 
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Mr. Ratcliffe adds that, on account of the decadence of mill-
ing interests and the change from wheat raising to dairying, 
many water powers that were forIllerly ill use haye been 
abandoned. In addition to the foregoing list there are at least 
twenty-four abandoned mill powers that might be enumerated. 
With the coming demand for energy for other purposes tban 
}-'Igure 12. Cascades In gorge of Trenton lImestone at PInney's Spring. 
milling, all the old mill propmties will once more become valu-
able, and all tbe possible properties of the hind that haye never 
been improved will be hal'n~ssed to useful work, and made to 
furnish employment to labor, while supplying comforts and 
cOllyeniences to homes of intelligence and refinement.. 
GEOLOGICAL MAP. 
The geological map aCCoUlllauyillg this report shows approxi-
mately the distribution of the Val'iOllS formations of indurated 
rocks in Allamakee county. A separate mail would he neces· 
sary to show the superficial dellOsits. Of the several indurated 
beds there are Ulany llaITOW tongues and outlying areas that 
could not well be represented without confusion on a map of 
this scale. Only OIle lead mine is represented, for though lead 
has been mined at mauy point.s within the county, the alllounts 
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taken out ha\'e been too slllall to justify the recognition of 
mines excc))t at the one llOint indicated. Clays are everywhere 
abundant, but oulyat Waukim haye sustained efforts beenlllade 
to utilize them. Stone qua,,·ies have been opened at hundreds 
of points within the county and haye been worked to a greater 
01' less extent. In every township, in almost every section, 
there are many rock exposures capable of affording useful 
material for many pmposes. It Is obviously impossible to indi-
cate all of these points without c0\7ering the map with quarry 
.symbols. It is to be uuderstood, therefore, that the points 
symbolized as stone qualTies-arc only a few of the morc.imIJOrt· 
ant localities where stone has been taken out. Lime has been 
made in small quantities in almost eyery neighborhood, but the 
lime kilns indicated at 'Vat81Tille am the o~ly Olles tha.t have 
been persistently operated OIl a 'commercial scale. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 
The Survey is under obligation to many citizens of Ule 
'county, indeed to all with whom its representatives came in 
contact, for int~lligent interest and substantial assistance. 
Especial acknowledgments are due to Mr. Ellison Orr, of Post-
ville; Mr. Charles Barnard, Judge M. B. Hendrick, Mr. A. M. 
May, Engineer J. G. Ratcliffe, and Mr. Langford May, of 
Waukon, and to Captain J. AL Turner, and Hon. James H. 
"Trewin, of Lansing. 
These men all possessed knowledge of local phenomena of 
geological iuterest, and aU freely gave their time in contribut-
ing important facts, or in conducting the represent.ative .of the 
Sunel' from point to point, with the result that the data he 
might requi,·e for the solution of the geological problems which 
this most interesting division of the state presents we1'6 col-
lected and noted in much less time than would otherwise hare 
been possible. 
Mr. ,T. G. Ratcliffe collected and mapped the topographic 
data without which the mapping of the geological formations 
would lmve been practically impossible; and the Suney is 
indebted to Prof. T. H. Macbride for the interesting subjoined 
paper on the forests of Allamakee county. 
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FOREST TREES OF.ALLAMAKEE COUNTY, IOWA .. 
BY PROF. T. B. MACBRIDE. 
The forests of Iowa have never been adequately studied. 
Indeed, so far as known, no systematic attempts have ever ,been 
made to render proper account of this most important section 
of our native flora. We bave been so engrossed by -the 
unmatched wealth and fertility of our prairies that our wood- . 
lands have been largely ignored, or thought of only as obstacles 
to be gotten rid of as rapidly as possible. This has ever been 
the American view of the subject. The older nations of tbe 
world, struggling by great expenditure of labor and money to 
maintain forest conditions in their own crowded communities, 
look aghast at the wasteful recklessness prevalent in the United 
States, where by nature we possess, but 'thoughtlessly turn over 
to destruction, that which they toil so earnestly to secure. For-
tunately for us onr people are at last awaking to some apprecia-
tion of the situation. The increasing rigor of our inland 
climate, increasing intensity -of- cold in ,winter and heat and 
drought in summer, with-ever-swifter and more sudden altem,-
tiOIlS of extremes of· heat and cold, the increased erosion of 
our lands, accompanied by increased irregulaIity in the volume 
of all our streams, the alternate flooding, and the choking of 
even g'reat rivers like the Des Moines and the Mississippi -all 
these facts are at la.t beginning to attract the attention of 
people geuerally, and to enable them to see that by the wide 
occupation of our country we have in some sedous way dis-
turbed the orderly operations of Nature. We have accelemted 
the operation of forces which bring to us,. as civilized men, evil 
and only evil, and that continually. Among the causes which 
m'e bringing about these deplorable results are some which al'e 
incident to the very fact _of the presence of civilized man. 
Civilized men are agriculturists. 'l'hey continually loosen the 
surface of the ground for the cultivation of crops and so inci-
dentally contI·ibute very largely to the erosion which chokes 
onr streams. A more careful husbandry will eventually, in 
large measure, temedy this by such use of the laud as, will pre-
Yenl., to a very large extent, the removal of the soil. 
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Tndiddual self-interest will look out for this. But there are· 
other factors in our problem much more far-reaching and diffi-
cult to manage. Of these, perh'lls, the principal is that which' 
pertains to the question of forestry. It is a ract long undis-
puted that the presence of a certain amount of forest is abso-
lutely essential in those lands which are to remain the habita-
tion of enlightened humanity.. This does not mean th.t there' 
shall everywhere be found trees planted about the homes of 
men. What is here intended is that in all palis of the country 
there shall be found regions 'Where the land is gh'en up to trees, 
where tl~le "forest conditions prevail. Tl;1is was the condition' 
of. affairs when "civilization first came into the Mississippi yall~y. 
In Iowa, for instance, every stream was bordered by natural 
woods which' extended more or less widely over river bottoms 
and fertile flats, filled up as well every nan-ow ravine and cov-
ered every-precipitous. hillside, while Wisconsin and Minnesota,. 
as we 'all know, were largely clothed with dense forests of C011-
iferous trees. Now it is undisputed by all men competent to-
judge, that such forests greatly modify climate. They form effi-
cient obst.acles in the pathway of sweeping winds; also, a yet. 
more :important particular, they constitute vast reservoirs of 
moisture, prevent its rapid dissipation, render more humid the: 
atmosphere and· more regular the rainf~l.n over vast areas in-
regions where such forests are found. Now what is the present 
situation! Wehave.ruthlessly destroyed the forests of the two· 
great states mentioned; by our methods ha,>e almost utterly 
oblitemted the natural woods, leaving a desert in their place. 
The results are now lelt in the whole ~Iississippi valley. The· 
year 1894 shows a drought such as was never heard of before. 
In Iowa, too, the same destructive agencies are at work. In 
the greater part of the state lumber trees, old trees, have long' 
since been nearly all cut away, while the "second b'1·owth," 
which might be efficient, which might stand in place and main-
tain for us the little lorest-conditions that the state at first. 
enjoyed, is rapidly disappeal'ing before the axe of those whose 
effOlT is to convert even our steep clay hillsides to purjloses of 
pasture and tillage. We have had so little woodland Irom the. 
outset that the effect of our clearing is sure to be the more, 
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.speedily felt. 'l'his effect will be manifest in Iowa, rather in 
the consequent irregular flow of our streams. 'Ve shall haye, 
instead of clear rivel's and springs and creeks, such as the 
·older residents of the state well remember, flowing the 'year 
through, nothing but waterways, now flooded hy destructiye 
muddy tOlT611tS confined by no legitimate channel, HOW dry 
runs, now wide l'eache~ of saud; with dealth of water ,in all 
fields and pastures. . 
In view of such facts and conditions what shall he done? 
We cannot do anything for Minnesota and 1Viscollsin. ,Those 
great commonwealths must act for themselves, as' they will 
presently, the more energetically as the interests invoh'ed arB 
vaster. We, however, residents of fruitful Iowa, must do some-
thing. We must spare the forests we haye. EYeI'Y man owning 
forest lands must be taught to prize his possession. He has, by 
Nature's effort, that which money canllot restOl'e. Not that he, 
.. hall cut no trees, but simply that he shall not extirpate the 
woods. He shall preserve the forest conditions and allow the 
forest, as it will, to continually renew itself. Especially must 
this be done along steep hill sides and along all the water 
courses of the state. We are in danger of seeing in Imva the 
conditions which obtain in western Nebraska and Kansas. Our 
only hope lies in the wisdom. of our people. The state, there-
fore, cannot too soon begin to spread information Qn this sub~ 
ject. It is eYen now too late to know the whole truth. Our 
study of Iowa forestry must delJend upon knowledge derived 
from examination' of a remnant. A thorough report on the 
present conditions of the state in this regard is most urgently 
l1eeded. Such report should be accessible to every citizen, to 
the end that universal information should create a popular 
sentiment favorable to forest preservation, 
The present paper aims simply to present a few facts 
obsen'ed iu a recent somewhat hasty sun·ey of the hills of 
Allamakee county. This region of the state offers many geo-
logical peculiarities. These are rm'iewed more or less exhaust". 
iYely elsewhere in this report. To trace the relationship 
. between these topographical couditions and the spread of the 
native forest would, be an interesting endeavor for which we 
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have at present hardly sufficient data.' Even' under existing 
conditions we maYt however, determine some facts pretty 
cleady. 
Except in special localities the primeval forest in Allamakee 
county, as elsewhere in Iowa, was, when first seen by white 
men, not dense as it has since appeared. I have been informed 
by men who traversed the woods more than sixty years ago, 
that at that time one could drive a wagon anywhere through 
the Iowa forest. We may well believe this if we observe simply 
the old trees, where these yet remain, and remember that all 
the crowded smaller trees have come up within the last thirty 
or forty years. Fire is the great check to the extension of th .. 
forest, and prior to the occupancy of Iowa by civilized men 
fires were sufficient to so far retard forest growth that only a. 
few trees found place where now stands the impenetrable so-
called "second growth." In that early day a large portion of 
Allamakee county was covered with such forests; especially the 
eastern half of the county. Not only the river valleys and the 
hillsides sloping to them were wooded, but even the fiat hilltops, 
now cultivated, were covered by scattering trees. At present. 
the old trees which constituted the entire forest primeval are 
mostly gone. Here and there, for one cause or another, a few 
remain, but throughout the county the best and largest have, 
even within recent years, found their way to the saw mill. 
It is claimed by some people that the second growth occupies 
really more territory than that occupied by the original timber; 
that it has actually invaded the prau·ie. This. might have been 
possible if the prairies had remained long untilled subsequent 
to the s.uppression of the fires; but inasmuch as the suppression 
was that the prairie might be occupied by agriculture, it seems 
probable that the second growth bardly marks the extent of the 
original wooded district, much less ovelTeaches it. The num· 
ber of individuiil trees may possibly be greater now than before, 
because the smaller trees are much more closely crowded. 
Prairie fires have been mentioned as the probable check to 
the westward extension of the woodlands of Iowa. This is only 
one of the factOl~ in the problem and thisjtself is conditioned 
upon another, viz: the amount of moisture prevalent in the 
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:region, that is the amount otpl'ecipitation of rain or snow. ·If 
the rainfall of spring is sufficient to make the ground quite wet 
until the season of spring prailie fires has passed, the seedlings of 
·theforest have a chance to stal·taud grow for some months before 
they are in peril of fire iu the fall again. If in this latter sea-
.son there is sufficient rainfall, and if during the winter the 
-country is buried, in snow, the danger from fire is so far mini-
mized, and the young trees have-a chance to attain conside1'3,ble 
.size before the uuequal seasons bring about conditions that shall 
subject the saplings to the test of fire. It follows from this 
that, other things being equal, those particular localities will 
be more favorable to the occupancy by trees where the amount 
of moisture is greater, and especially where it is more continu-
ous from month to month throughout the year. Now it is a 
matter of common observation that in a hilly-country, in the 
Mississippi valley at least, the south and west hillsides are dryer 
than those sloping to the north and east. . This, for two reasons. 
In the first place the afternoon sun dries the first named hill-
FI&urc la. Blulfs sbowlug characteristic dlstriLmtloll of tim1.Jer. 
sides inore competely. North slopes in our latitudes are for 
only a fe,v months exposed ·to the sun at all; eastern slopes 
have the admntage of the dewfall and the coolness of the night 
before meeting the heat of the morning sun; while the south 
slopes lie all day long beneath the hottest rays, and the west 
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endures tbe beat of. the afternoon. In tbe second place,our 
prevailing winds being from the west, the greatest amonnt of 
snow is always lodged on easwl'l1 or soutbeastern slopes. Of all 
these conclusions Allamakee county shows us a remarkable 
confirmatory illustration. The observer has but to drive across 
the county anywhere to discover that the southwestern sidcs of 
all the rounded knolls and hills are bare; always have been. 
This is plainly shown in figure 13 from a photograph taken 
near the center of section 16 in Union City township. This 
circumstance is not due to difference in soil, leyel, pitch or any-
thing of that sort, for these factors around the hill are just the 
same. The difference comes wholly from unequal amount of 
moisture received and retained. . 
A casual examination of the case in Allamakee county illus-
tt"tes still another fact in reference to Iowa's forest trees, that 
is that some are much better adapted than others to unequal 
conditions such as just described. 
The bur oak, for instance, comes nearest to being able to 
occupy the unfavorable sides of an Iowa hill. Let anyone take 
the road leading south from Silver creek in the direction of 
Waukon (Tp. 98 N., R. V W., secs. 3 and 4). The road for some 
distance follows a ridge of Trenton limestone. Here the west 
side of the road is occupied by bur oaks almost exclusi,'ely. 
Hickories, black oaks, scarlet oaks, etc.,:'a,bundant to the east, 
hardly pass the middle of the ridge. This fact is so patent that 
it is sure to attract·, the attention of anyone merely driving 
along the highway .. This hardiness of the bur oak is in accord-
ance with what may be observed elsewhere in regard to its gen-
eral distribution. The species is found entirely across the state 
and as far west at least as the Black Hills of South Dakota. In 
many.cases it forllls a scrubby grove upon the p.'airie, t.he only 
species of arhoreous plant for miles and miles. 
The following is a list of the larger trees observed growing 
native in Allamakee county: 
Tilia amel'icana L., Basswood. Common. 
AceI' saccharum Marshall, Sugar Maple. Common, especially 
along streams. 
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AceI' succlwrillum L., Soft Maple. Common. COllllllonly 
planted everywhere. 
Ace,. spieallllll Law., Mountain Maple. Rare, along the bluffs 
of the Mississippi. 
NeflllJIIlo Jlefl"m/o (L.) Sudworth, Box Elder. Common every-
where and commonly planted. 
Rllllslyp"iJl" L., Staghorn Sumach. Commou in the eastern 
part of the county, especially along the bluffs overlooking the 
Mississippi river, where trees eight inches in diameter and forty 
feet in height may be seen. 
Robinia pseudacacia L., Common Locust, Black Locust. 
Common. Subject to the destructive attack of a species of 
beetle which a few years since threatened the existence of the 
species in this part of the world, at least rendered the tree use-
less for economic plll"poses. Within the last ten years, how-
ever, the beetle seems to· have met with some check which 
greatly diminishes its power for evil, and the Locust is rising to 
its former importance as a timber tree. 
Gymlloe/ar/u8 dioieu8 (L.) Koch. The Kentucky Coffee-tree. 
Not common. 
G/erlil~elti" I,.iacant//Os L., Honey Locust. Not common, but 
seen in a few places near the Yellow river. 
PruJ/us americana Marshall, 'Vild Plum. Everywhere com-
mon. 
PI"lIJlUS serotilla Ehrh. WildChelTY, Wild Black Cherry. Not 
uncommon. 
Craiwglls corell/ea. L. t Common Hawthorn. Not rare. 
Craiw911s iomelliosn L'J Scarlet Thorn. Common. 
AmelaJlchier c'all(ulensis Torr. and Gray. Service BelTY, 
Shadbush. Not rare along rocky banks. 
Fraxillus americana L., \Vhite Ash. Common. 
Fra:rilll{s e.rpa}ls{{ Willd., Green Ash. Common. 
UlIIIIIS pl/bescells Walt., Slippery Elm. Common. 
Ulmus (llllerimu(l L., Amedcan Elm, ",Vhite Elm. Common. 
Ulmus ]'aceIllOS(( Thomas, Cork or Rock Elm. Beautiful 
specimens of this tree occur in all the valleys. visited. The 
SlJecies is very distinct, recognizable from afar by anyone who 
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-has once compared it with either of the other two common 
species. 
Cellis oecidel/lalis L., Hackberry. Not rare. 
][OrllS rubra h, Mulberry. One tree only noticed near the 
mouth of Yellow river. 
Platanlls oceidel/talis L. Common along streams, especially 
near the Mississippi riYer. 
Jug/ails cinerea L'J ButtOl'nut, White Walnut. COUlmon. 
JUglrU1S nigra L., Black Walnut. Common. A few large 
trees still occur here" and there, and no gro\'e or H second 
growth" on rich land seems to lack its quota of this most yalu~ . 
able species. 
HicO/'ia ovala (Mill.) Britt, Shell-bark Hickory. Common. 
HicO/'ia glabm (Mill.) Britt, Pig Nut, Browu Hickory. Com-
mon. 
Betula. papyri/era Marshall, Paper Birch, Ca.noe Birch, \Vhite 
Bil:ch. Not uncommon. Certainly confined to the northeast-
ern corner of the State. 
Betu/a lIigra L., River Birch, Red Birch. Common along 
the Mississippi river. 
Aillus iI/calia Willd., Speckled Alder, Hoary Alder. Com-
mon along Yellow l"iver. 
Ostrya" vil:qinica Willd., Irollwood, Hop Horn-bean, Lever-
wood. Common. -
CaJ'phws cllroliniana Walter, Blue Beech, Water-Beech, Iron-
woou. Common on rocky banks along streams. 
Quercus alba, L., White Oak. Common. 
Quercus 11HlCJ"OC(U]Ja. :Michx., Bur-Oak. Common. 
"Quercus "lIlllhleJlbel'gii Engelm., Chestnut Oak. Common 01\ 
at least, not rare. 
Quercus rubra IJ., Red Oak. Not rare. 
Quercus coceillea Wang., Scarlet Oak. Not rare. 
Salix nigra Marsh., Black Willow. Common in various 
parts of the county. 
Populus tl'emuloides ~Iichx., American Aspen, Quaking Asp. 
Common. 
Populus grall<iidelllala Michx., Quaking. Asp, Poplar. Com-
mOD. 
9GRep 
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POJluius mOlilifera Ash., Cottonwood, Necklace-poplar. Com-
mon. Commonly planted in prairie parts of the connty. 
Pilll/s strobus L., White Pine. Not nncommon on the higher 
ridges. .. 
Abies balsamea Miller, Balsam. Not rare. A fine grove on 
the hill above Yellow river, near Myron. 
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